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Abstract 
 

 Augmented Reality systems are able to perform real-time 3D registration of 

virtual and real objects, which consists in correctly positioning the virtual objects with 

respect to the real ones such that the virtual elements seem to be real. A very popular 

way to perform this registration is using video based object detection and tracking with 

planar fiducial markers. Another way of sensing the real world using video is by relying 

on natural features of the environment, which is more complex than using artificial 

planar markers. Nevertheless, natural feature detection and tracking is mandatory or 

desirable in some Augmented Reality application scenarios. Object detection and 

tracking from natural features can make use of a 3D model of the object which was 

obtained a priori. If such model is not available, it can be acquired using 3D 

reconstruction. In this case, an RGB-D sensor can be used, which has become in recent 

years a product of easy access to general users. It provides both a color image and a 

depth image of the scene and, besides being used for object modeling, it can also offer 

important cues for object detection and tracking in real-time. 

 In this context, the work proposed in this document aims to investigate the use of 

consumer RGB-D sensors for object detection and pose estimation from natural 

features, with the purpose of using such techniques for developing Augmented Reality 

applications. Two methods based on depth-assisted rectification are proposed, which 

transform features extracted from the color image to a canonical view using depth data 

in order to obtain a representation invariant to rotation, scale and perspective distortions. 

While one method is suitable for textured objects, either planar or non-planar, the other 

method focuses on texture-less planar objects. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations 

of the proposed methods are performed, showing that they can obtain better results than 

some existing methods for object detection and pose estimation, especially when 

dealing with oblique poses. 

Keywords: Augmented Reality. Natural Features Tracking. Computer Vision. RGB-D 

Sensor. 

  



   

 

Resumo 
 

 Sistemas de Realidade Aumentada são capazes de realizar registro 3D em tempo 

real de objetos virtuais e reais, o que consiste em posicionar corretamente os objetos 

virtuais em relação aos reais de forma que os elementos virtuais pareçam ser reais. Uma 

maneira bastante popular de realizar esse registro é usando detecção e rastreamento de 

objetos baseado em vídeo a partir de marcadores fiduciais planares. Outra maneira de 

sensoriar o mundo real usando vídeo é utilizando características naturais do ambiente, o 

que é mais complexo que usar marcadores planares artificiais. Entretanto, detecção e 

rastreamento de características naturais é mandatório ou desejável em alguns cenários 

de aplicação de Realidade Aumentada. A detecção e o rastreamento de objetos a partir 

de características naturais pode fazer uso de um modelo 3D do objeto obtido a priori. Se 

tal modelo não está disponível, ele pode ser adquirido usando reconstrução 3D, por 

exemplo. Nesse caso, um sensor RGB-D pode ser usado, que se tornou nos últimos anos 

um produto de fácil acesso aos usuários em geral. Ele provê uma imagem em cores e 

uma imagem de profundidade da cena e, além de ser usado para modelagem de objetos, 

também pode oferecer informações importantes para a detecção e o rastreamento de 

objetos em tempo real. 

 Nesse contexto, o trabalho proposto neste documento tem por finalidade 

investigar o uso de sensores RGB-D de consumo para detecção e estimação de pose de 

objetos a partir de características naturais, com o propósito de usar tais técnicas para 

desenvolver aplicações de Realidade Aumentada. Dois métodos baseados em retificação 

auxiliada por profundidade são propostos, que transformam características extraídas de 

uma imagem em cores para uma vista canônica usando dados de profundidade para 

obter uma representação invariante a rotação, escala e distorções de perspectiva. 

Enquanto um método é adequado a objetos texturizados, tanto planares como não-

planares, o outro método foca em objetos planares não texturizados. Avaliações 

qualitativas e quantitativas dos métodos propostos são realizadas, mostrando que eles 

podem obter resultados melhores que alguns métodos existentes para detecção e 

estimação de pose de objetos, especialmente ao lidar com poses oblíquas. 

Palavras-chave: Realidade Aumentada. Rastreamento de Características Naturais. 

Visão Computacional. Sensor RGB-D. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

 This chapter presents the main topics discussed in this thesis. Problem statement, 

goals and outline of the thesis are also detailed. 

 Augmented Reality (AR) consists in real-time addition of virtual data to the real 

world in a way that they seem to be part of the environment. AR systems need to sense 

the real world in order to correctly insert virtual elements. A commonly adopted way to 

perform this task is by detecting planar fiducial markers using a video camera 

[KATO AND BILLINGHURST 1999] [LEÃO ET AL. 2011A] [LEÃO ET AL. 2011B] 

[LEÃO ET AL. 2011C] [MOURA ET AL. 2011] [PESSOA ET AL. 2010] [PESSOA ET AL. 2012] 

[ROBERTO ET AL. 2011], as can be seen in Figure 1.1 left. However, in many AR 

applications the use of such kind of markers is undesirable. In these cases, a better way 

to sense the world would be to detect and track real objects using natural features of the 

scene [LIMA ET AL. 2010A] [LIMA ET AL. 2010B] [SIMÕES ET AL. 2013], as shown in 

Figure 1.1 right. 

  

Figure 1.1. AR application examples using planar fiducial markers (left) 

[PESSOA ET AL. 2010] [PESSOA ET AL. 2012] and natural features (right) [SIMÕES ET AL. 2013] 

for registration. 
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 In this thesis, the term tracking refers to the concept that is also known as 

recursive tracking, where a previous pose estimate is required for computing the current 

pose of the object. If the object does not move too fast with respect to the camera, its 

pose on the previous frame can be used as a pose estimate for the current one. Therefore 

tracking techniques are sensitive to very fast movements. They are also often fast, 

accurate and robust to noise. On the other hand, detection techniques are able to 

calculate object pose without any previous estimate, allowing automatic initialization 

and recovery from failures. However, they are often slower and/or less accurate/robust. 

It is possible to use detection and tracking techniques together [KIM ET AL. 2010] 

[WAGNER ET AL. 2009], taking benefit from both worlds: performance, accuracy and 

robustness of tracking techniques and automatic initialization and recovery from failures 

of detection techniques. 

 In recent years, AR applications have benefited from the advent of low cost 

RGB-D consumer devices [CRUZ ET AL. 2012]. These devices are commonly used in 

human body detection and tracking for user interaction purposes. RGB-D sensors are 

able to provide in real-time, besides a color image (RGB channels) of the scene, another 

image in which each pixel value corresponds to the distance between the scene objects 

and the camera. Such image is named depth image (D channel). There are different 

types of RGB-D sensors, such as stereo cameras [WOODFILL ET AL. 2004] and projected 

texture stereo [KONOLIGE 2010], which are shown in Figure 1.2. 

   

Figure 1.2. RGB-D devices. Tyzx DeepSea stereo camera (left) [WOODFILL ET AL. 2004] and 

Willow Garage PR2 projected texture stereo (right) [KONOLIGE 2010]. 

 Nevertheless, this thesis focuses on existing consumer RGB-D sensors such as 

the ones illustrated in Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4. The first consumer RGB-D devices 

available for mass market are shown in Figure 1.3. They provide the RGB image using 

a standard color camera and compute the depth image using infrared (IR) camera and 

projector. The IR projector is used to project known patterns that are recognized by the 

IR camera. The depth is then estimated by triangulation between camera and projector. 
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Figure 1.3. Early RGB-D consumer devices. Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 (left), 

PrimeSense Carmine (center) and Asus Xtion PRO LIVE (right). 

 Newer consumer RGB-D cameras such as the ones in Figure 1.4 combine a 

standard RGB sensor with a time-of-flight (ToF) sensor that provides a depth image of 

the scene. The ToF camera computes depth information by measuring the time that it 

takes to a light pulse to travel from the camera to an object and back. 

   

Figure 1.4. Latest RGB-D consumer devices. Microsoft Kinect for Xbox One (left), 

SoftKinetic DepthSense (center) and Intel Creative Senz3D (right). 

 Table 1.1 compares some key features of RGB-D consumer devices available for 

PC platforms. Microsoft Kinect for Xbox One was not included in this comparison 

because it is currently not compatible with PCs, since it has a non-standard USB 

connector and there is no adapter available for it. It should be noted that a new version 

of the Microsoft Kinect for Windows based on the same technology used by the Xbox 

One version will be released soon. Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 has a tilt motor for 

changing the elevation angle of the sensor and a 3-axis accelerometer that gives sensor 

orientation with respect to gravity. However, it requires external power supply for 

working, which may harm applications mobility. It is also not able to capture high 

definition color images at 30 fps or depth images at 60 fps. Microsoft Kinect for 

Windows has all the features of the Xbox 360 version, and in addition provides near 

mode, which allows estimating the depth of objects that are at least 0.4 m distant from 

the sensor. Primesense Carmine 1.08, Primesense Carmine 1.09 and Asus Xtion PRO 

LIVE are lighter, smaller and USB powered devices that provide VGA depth images at 

60 fps. Nevertheless, they do not offer high definition color images at 30 fps and do not 

have features such as tilt motor or accelerometer. Primesense Carmine 1.09 depth sensor 

has a very short range, being suitable for applications where the depth of objects close 
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to the device has to be accurately estimated. Intel Creative Senz3D and SoftKinetic 

DepthSense DS325 have some features in common with Primesense Carmine 1.09, such 

as USB power supply and very short depth range, but they provide depth images with 

lower resolution and color images with high definition at 30 fps. SoftKinetic 

DepthSense DS325 also has a 3-axis accelerometer. According to SoftKinetic, the Intel 

Creative Senz3D and SoftKinetic DepthSense DS325 devices are identical in terms of 

hardware, just having different outer casings. However, the official specification of Intel 

Creative Senz3D states that the sensor works at 30 fps and does not mention the 

presence of an accelerometer. Finally, SoftKinetic DepthSense DS311 works with the 

same short range as SoftKinetic DepthSense DS325 (close mode) or with a wider range 

(far mode), but it provides color and depth images with lower resolution, does not have 

an accelerometer and needs an external power supply. 

Table 1.1. Comparison of consumer RGB-D sensors available for PC platforms. 

 
Color image Depth image 

Additional 
features  Resolution 

(pixels) 
Frame 

rate (fps) 
Distance 

range (m) 
Resolution 

(pixels) 
Frame 

rate (fps) 

Microsoft 
Kinect for 
Xbox 360 

640x480 30 

0.8 – 4.0 

320x240 30 
 Tilt motor 
 3-axis 
accelerometer 

1280x960 12 640x480 30 

Microsoft 
Kinect for 
Windows 

640x480 30 0.8 – 4.0 
(default mode) 

0.4 – 3.0  
(near mode) 

320x240 30 
 Tilt motor 
 3-axis 
accelerometer 

1280x960 12 640x480 30 

Primesense 
Carmine 1.08 

320x240 60 

0.8 – 3.5 

160x120 30 
 USB powered 
 

640x480 30 320x240 60 

1280x1024 10 640x480 30 

Primesense 
Carmine 1.09 

320x240 60 

0.35 – 1.4 

160x120 30  USB powered 

640x480 30 320x240 60 

1280x1024 10 640x480 30 

Asus Xtion 
PRO LIVE 

320x240 60 

0.8 – 3.5 

160x120 30  USB powered 

640x480 30 320x240 60 

1280x1024 10 640x480 30 

SoftKinetic 
DepthSense 
DS311 

640x480 30 

1.5 – 4.5  
(far mode) 
0.15 – 1.0 

(close mode) 

160x120 60 

 

SoftKinetic 
DepthSense 
DS325 

1280x720 30 0.15 – 1.0 
320x240 30 

 3-axis 
accelerometer 
 USB powered 

320x240 60 

Intel Creative 
Senz3D 

1280x720 30 0.15 – 1.0 320x240 30 

 USB powered 
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 The use of RGB-D consumer devices for object detection and pose estimation 

has grown significantly over the last years [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2012] 

[LEE ET AL. 2011] [RIOS-CABRERA AND TUYTELAARS 2013]. The color and depth 

images from RGB-D cameras can be employed to obtain 3D models of the objects to be 

detected and also provide useful information at runtime for accomplishing better results 

when compared to techniques that use only RGB data. For example, RGB-D devices 

can be used to perform feature rectification, which consists in transforming features 

extracted from the color image to a canonical view using depth data in order to obtain a 

representation invariant to rotation, scale and perspective distortions. 

1.1. Problem Statement and Goals 

 The main question related to the topics approached in this thesis is: “How to 

improve object detection and pose estimation from natural features for AR using 

consumer RGB-D sensors?”. In order to address this problem, existing object detection 

and tracking methods based on natural features should be investigated in order to 

identify how depth information can be exploited to obtain better results than when only 

RGB data is used. A special attention should also be devoted to methods that already 

use RGB-D information for object detection and tracking. 

 The following hypothesis statements are examined throughout the remainder of 

this thesis: 

 H1: Depth information can be used to rectify patches around local invariant 

features extracted from the RGB image, improving the detection of both 

planar and non-planar textured objects; 

 H2: Depth information can be used to rectify contours extracted from the 

RGB image, improving the detection of planar texture-less objects; 

 H3: AR applications can benefit from the use of RGB-D based detection 

methods that rely on patch and contour rectification. 

 The specific goals to be achieved in this work are: 
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 Define a taxonomy of methods for natural feature detection and tracking, 

with emphasis on object detection and tracking for AR, which will provide 

information for identifying points of improvement in the state of the art; 

 Define and develop object detection and pose estimation methods for AR 

that use consumer RGB-D sensors for solving some of the identified points 

of improvement; 

 Perform qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the developed methods, 

covering pose estimation quality and runtime analysis; 

 Perform case studies of AR applications that make use of the developed 

methods, in order to verify how the methods contribute to improving user 

experience. 

1.2. Outline 

 This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents major mathematical tools 

that are recurrent in the development of object detection and tracking methods. Chapter 

3 brings a discussion about how object detection and tracking techniques from natural 

features can be categorized and details their main concepts. Methods that use consumer 

RGB-D sensors for object detection and tracking are also described. Chapter 4 presents 

one of the methods developed in this work, which makes use of depth information for 

rectifying patches around interest points in the color image. Chapter 5 presents the other 

method developed in this work, which rectifies contours extracted from the color image 

using depth data. Chapter 6 brings a discussion about the results obtained with the 

techniques described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The results obtained are compared 

with other existing object detection and pose estimation methods. Chapter 7 presents 

final considerations and future work. Appendix A cites illustrative videos of the main 

results obtained, which have been published on a website for this thesis. 

 



 

Chapter 2  

 

Mathematical Concepts 

 

 This chapter presents mathematical concepts related to camera representation 

and pose estimation that are used throughout this thesis. 

2.1. Camera Representation 

 There are several models that can be used to represent a camera 

[FORSYTH AND PONCE 2002]. In the remainder of this thesis, a basic pinhole camera 

model is used [HARTLEY AND ZISSERMAN 2004]. In this model, the center of 

projection 𝑪 is at the origin of the camera coordinate system and the projection plane, 

also known as image plane, is the plane 𝑧 =  𝑓, where 𝑓 is the focal length. The 

projection 𝒎𝒄𝒂𝒎 = [𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦, 𝑓]
𝑇 of a 3D point 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 = [𝑀𝑥 , 𝑀𝑦, 𝑀𝑧]

𝑇 in camera 

coordinates is given by the intersection of the projection plane with a projection line 

that passes through 𝑪 and 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎, as shown in Figure 2.1. The projection line that passes 

through 𝑪 and is perpendicular to the image plane is named principal axis. The point 

𝒄 = [𝑐𝑥, 𝑐𝑦, 𝑓]
𝑇 given by the intersection between the principal axis and the image plane 

is called principal point. 

 

Figure 2.1. Basic pinhole camera model. The 3D point 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 is projected onto the image 

plane 𝒛 = 𝒇, resulting in point 𝒎𝒄𝒂𝒎. 
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 By similarity of triangles, 𝑚𝑥 = 𝑓𝑀𝑥/𝑀𝑧 and 𝑚𝑦 = 𝑓𝑀𝑦/𝑀𝑧. Since the origin 

of the image coordinate system is at the bottom left pixel, the projection 𝒎 in 

homogeneous image coordinates is [𝑓𝑀𝑥/𝑀𝑧 + 𝑐𝑥, 𝑓𝑀𝑦/𝑀𝑧 + 𝑐𝑦, 1]
𝑇. Therefore the 

projection of 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 onto the image plane can be seen as 

 𝒎 = [
𝑓𝑀𝑥/𝑀𝑧 + 𝑐𝑥
𝑓𝑀𝑦/𝑀𝑧 + 𝑐𝑦

1

] = [
𝑓 0 𝑐𝑥
0 𝑓 𝑐𝑦
0 0 1

]
⏟      

𝐾

[
𝑀𝑥/𝑀𝑧
𝑀𝑦/𝑀𝑧
1

], (2.1) 

where 𝐾 is known as the intrinsic parameters matrix. 

 If there is a corresponding depth image available, a 3D point cloud in camera 

coordinates can be computed for the scene. By rearranging the terms of Equation 2.1 

and considering 𝑀𝑧 = 𝑑, where 𝑑 is the depth of 𝒎, the coordinates of 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 can be 

obtained by 

 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 = [
(𝑚𝑥 − 𝑐𝑥) ∙ 𝑑/𝑓
(𝑚𝑦 − 𝑐𝑦) ∙ 𝑑/𝑓

𝑑

]. (2.2) 

 In order to project a 3D point 𝑴 written in world coordinates, first it needs to be 

transformed to a 3D point 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 in camera coordinates. This is done by applying a 

rotation 𝑅 and a translation 𝒕 to 𝑴, in order that 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 = 𝑅𝑴+ 𝒕. The [𝑅|𝒕] matrix is 

known as extrinsic parameters matrix or simply pose. The transform that takes points in 

homogeneous world coordinates to homogeneous image coordinates is thus given by 

𝑃 = 𝐾[𝑅|𝒕] and is known as projection matrix. 

 The 𝑅 matrix has 9 elements but only 3 degrees of freedom. When estimating a 

camera pose, it is interesting to use a compact representation that does not require any 

additional constraints and does not suffer from gimbal lock, which consists in the loss of 

one degree of freedom that occurs when two of the three rotation axes are aligned. The 

exponential map representation is suitable for this purpose, which denotes a rotation by 

a 3-element vector 𝝎 = (𝜔𝑥, 𝜔𝑦, 𝜔𝑧)
𝑇, where the rotation axis is the vector direction 

and the rotation angle 𝜃 is the vector norm ‖𝝎‖. The exponential map representation 

has a one-to-one correspondence to the rotation matrix form by using the Rodrigues 

formula [BROCKETT 1984]: 
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 𝑅 = cos 𝜃 𝐼 + (1 − cos 𝜃)𝝎𝝎𝑇 + sin 𝜃 Ω, (2.3) 

 where Ω = [

0 −𝜔𝑧 𝜔𝑦
𝜔𝑧 0 −𝜔𝑥
−𝜔𝑦 𝜔𝑥 0

] (2.4) 

and 𝐼 is the identity matrix. The inverse transform is done using the following relation: 

 sin 𝜃 Ω =
𝑅−𝑅𝑇

2
. (2.5) 

2.2. Pose Estimation 

 Camera extrinsic parameters for a given frame can be estimated by using some 

correspondences between the 2D input image and a previously obtained model. In the 

following subsections, three different classes of methods for pose estimation are 

described: Direct Linear Transformation (DLT), Perspective-𝑛-Point (P𝑛P) and 

minimization of reprojection error. 

2.2.1. Direct Linear Transformation 

 The relation between perspective projections of a 3D plane in two different 

images can be represented by a homography. Due to this, homography estimation can be 

used to compute the pose of a planar object. Given 𝑛 points of a planar object 𝒎𝒊 =

(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 1)
𝑇 in the first image, with 𝑛 ≥ 4, and its corresponding points 𝒎𝒊′ =

(𝑥𝑖′, 𝑦𝑖′, 1)
𝑇 in the second image, a homography 𝐻 can be estimated such that 𝑠𝑖𝒎𝒊′ =

𝐻𝒎𝒊 (or 𝑠𝑖𝒎𝒊′ × 𝐻𝒎𝒊 = 𝟎), where 𝑠𝑖 is a scale factor. The estimation of 𝐻 can be 

performed using DLT [HARTLEY AND ZISSERMAN 2004]. The following relation holds 

for each correspondence: 

 𝐴𝑖𝒉 = 𝟎, (2.6) 

 where 𝐴𝑖 = [
𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 1 0 0 0 −𝑥𝑖′𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑖′𝑦𝑖 −𝑥𝑖′

0 0 0 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 1 −𝑦𝑖′𝑥𝑖 −𝑦𝑖′𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑖′
] (2.7) 

and 𝒉 is a vector consisting of the 9 elements of 𝐻. By concatenating all the matrices 𝐴𝑖 

into a single 2𝑛 × 9 matrix 𝐴, it is possible to solve the linear system 𝐴𝒉 = 𝟎 using the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) method [HARTLEY AND ZISSERMAN 2004]. Since 

DLT is not invariant to similarity transformations, it is important to normalize 𝒎𝒊 and 

𝒎𝒊′ in the beginning with the similarities 𝑇 and 𝑇′, respectively, such that their centroid 

is at the origin and their average distance from the origin is √2. After computing the 
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homography �̂� using the normalized points, the desired homography is given by 𝐻 =

𝑇′−1�̂�𝑇. 

 The DLT method can also be used to estimate the pose of non-planar objects. 

Given 𝑛 points of a non-planar object 𝒎𝒊 = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 1)
𝑇 in the image and its 

corresponding 3D points 𝑴𝒊 = (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖, 1)
𝑇 in the model, the projection matrix 𝑃 can 

be estimated such that 𝑠𝑖𝒎𝒊 = 𝑃𝑴𝒊. However, in many AR applications the intrinsic 

parameters do not change during the frame sequence, being preferable to obtain them 

separately. Once 𝐾 is known, the pose [𝑅|𝒕] can be computed using DLT in a way that 

𝑠𝑖𝐾
−1𝒎𝒊 = [𝑅|𝒕]𝑴𝒊. However, the obtained 𝑅 matrix may not be a valid rotation 

matrix. In this case, a rotation matrix that approximates 𝑅 can be computed using the 

method described in [ZHANG 1998]. The DLT method estimates all the 9 elements of 

the 𝑅 matrix, but a 3D rotation can be represented in a more appropriate way, as 

discussed in Section 2.1, reducing the number of correspondences needed and 

improving stability. 

2.2.2. Perspective- 𝒏-Point 

 P𝑛P is basically the problem of estimating the camera pose [𝑅|𝒕] given 𝑛 2D-3D 

correspondences. The P𝑛P problem explicitly uses the intrinsic parameters, which must 

be previously obtained, and estimates only the extrinsic parameters without requiring an 

initial pose estimate. 

 When trying to solve the P3P problem, in most cases four possible solutions are 

reached. An approach to find the correct pose is adding a correspondence and solving 

the P3P problem for each subset of 3 correspondences; the final result is the pose 

common to each subset. Solving P4P and P5P problems usually reaches a unique 

solution, unless the correspondences are aligned. For 𝑛 ≥ 6 the solution is almost always 

unique. 

 Several solutions have been proposed for the P𝑛P problem in the Computer 

Vision and AR communities. In general they attempt to represent the 𝑛 3D points in 

camera coordinates trying to find their distance to the camera optical center 𝑪. In most 

cases this is done using the constraints given by the triangles formed from the 3D points 

and 𝑪. Then [𝑅|𝒕] is retrieved by the Euclidean motion (that is an affine transformation 

whose linear part is an orthogonal transformation) that aligns the coordinates. 
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[LU ET AL. 2000] proposed an iterative, accurate and fast solution that minimizes an 

error based on collinearity in the object space. Later, EP𝑛P solution showed an 𝑂(𝑛) 

closed form method for P𝑛P if 𝑛 ≥ 4 [MORENO-NOGUER ET AL. 2007]. It represents all 

points as a weighted sum of four virtual control points. Then the problem is reduced to 

estimate these control points in the camera coordinate system. 

2.2.3. Minimization of Reprojection Error 

 Despite being able to estimate the pose based solely on the 2D-3D 

correspondences, P𝑛P methods are sensitive to noise in the measurements, resulting in 

loss of accuracy. A more accurate pose can be obtained by minimization of the 

reprojection error. This consists in a non-linear least squares minimization defined by 

the following equation: 

 [𝑅|𝒕] =
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
[𝑅|𝒕]

∑ ‖𝒎𝒊 − 𝐾[𝑅|𝒕]𝑴𝒊‖
2𝑛

𝑖=0 . (2.8) 

 There is not a closed form solution to Equation 2.8. In this case, an optimization 

method should be used, such as Gauss-Newton or Levenberg-Marquardt 

[HARTLEY AND ZISSERMAN 2004]. These methods iteratively refine an estimate of the 

pose until an optimal result is obtained. A requirement for such kind of iterative method 

is a good initial estimate. Since the difference between consecutive poses is often small, 

the pose calculated for the previous frame can be used as an estimate for the current one. 

If this pose is not available, the output of DLT or a P𝑛P method can be used as an initial 

estimate. In fact, minimization of reprojection error can be used as a refinement step for 

most pose estimation methods. 

2.3. Robust Pose Estimation 

 When calculating the pose, few spurious 2D-3D correspondences (named 

outliers) can ruin estimation even when there are many correct correspondences (named 

inliers). There are two common methods to decrease the influence of these outliers: 

RANdom SAmple Concensus (RANSAC) [FISCHLER AND BOLLES 1981] and M-

estimators [HUBER 1981]. They are described next. 
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2.3.1. Random Sample Consensus 

 The RANSAC method is an iterative algorithm that tries to obtain the best pose 

using a sequence of random small samples of 2D-3D correspondences. The idea is that 

the probability of having an outlier in a small sample is much lower than when the 

entire correspondence set is considered. Although different metrics and cost functions 

can be used to evaluate a pose, the classic formulation of RANSAC addressed in this 

work uses reprojection error and inlier/outlier count generated by a given hypothesis. 

 The algorithm receives basically 4 inputs: 

1. A set 𝐶 of 2D-3D correspondences; 

2. A sample size 𝑛, which is a small value (e.g. 6); 

3. A threshold 𝑡, used to classify the correspondences as inliers or outliers. It 

consists in the maximum reprojection error allowed. A commonly used value 

for 𝑡 is 2.0; 

4. A probability 𝑃 of finding a set that generates a good pose. This probability 

is utilized for calculating the iteration count of the algorithm. This value is 

usually set to 95% or 99%. 

 RANSAC works in the following way: initially, it is determined a number 𝑚 of 

iterations to be executed by the algorithm, e.g. 500. The number of iterations can be 

decreased during algorithm execution, depending on how good is the pose by that time. 

 After this, algorithm execution begins. From the 𝐶 set provided, 𝑛 

correspondences are randomly chosen. From this sample, a pose is calculated using any 

of the methods presented in Subsection 2.2. Next, the other correspondences that were 

not included in the sample are utilized to verify how good the found pose is. If the 

reprojection error of the correspondence is lower than the 𝑡 threshold, then it is an inlier, 

otherwise it is an outlier. After all the correspondences are tested, it is verified the 

percentage 𝑤 of the correspondences in 𝐶 that were tagged as inliers. If the current 

value of 𝑤 is bigger than any previously obtained percentage, the calculated pose is 

stored, since it is the most refined by that time. 

 When a refined pose is found, the algorithm tries to decrease the number of 

iterations 𝑚 needed. The idea behind this calculation is very straightforward. Since the 

𝑛 correspondences are sampled independently, the probability that all 𝑛 
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correspondences are inliers is 𝑤𝑛. Then, the probability that there is any outlier 

correspondence is 1 − 𝑤𝑛. The probability that all the 𝑚 samples contain an outlier is 

(1 − 𝑤𝑛)𝑚 and this should be equal to 1 − 𝑃, resulting in: 

 1 − 𝑃 = (1 − 𝑤𝑛)𝑚. (2.9) 

 After taking the logarithm of both sides, the following equation can be obtained: 

 𝑚 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1−𝑃)

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1−𝑤𝑛)
. (2.10) 

2.3.2. M-Estimators 

 This method is often used together with minimization of reprojection error in 

order to decrease the influence of outliers. M-estimators apply a function to the 

reprojection error that has a Gaussian behavior for small values and a linear or flat 

behavior for higher values. This way, only the reprojection errors that are lower than a 𝑐 

threshold have an impact on the minimization. A modified version of Equation 2.8 is 

then used: 

 [𝑅|𝒕] =
𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
[𝑅|𝒕]

∑ 𝜌(‖𝒎𝒊 − 𝐾[𝑅|𝒕]𝑴𝒊‖)
𝑛
𝑖=0 , (2.11) 

where 𝜌 is the M-estimator function. Two of the most used M-estimators are Huber and 

Tukey [HUBER 1981]. The Huber M-estimator is defined by: 

 𝜌𝐻𝑢𝑏(𝑥) = {

𝑥2

2
, |𝑥| ≤ 𝑐

𝑐 (|𝑥| −
𝑐

2
) , |𝑥| > 𝑐

, (2.12) 

where 𝑐 is a threshold that depends on the standard deviation of the estimation error. 

The Tukey M-estimator can be computed using the following function: 

 𝜌𝑇𝑢𝑘(𝑥) = {

𝑐2

6
[1 − (1 − (

𝑥

𝑐
)
2

)
3

] , |𝑥| ≤ 𝑐

𝑐2

6
, |𝑥| > 𝑐

. (2.13) 

The graphics of the Huber and Tukey M-estimator functions, which can be seen in 

Figure 2.2, highlight how the reprojection errors are weighted according to their 

magnitude. 
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Figure 2.2. Huber M-estimator function with 𝒄 = 𝟏 (left) and Tukey M-estimator function 

with 𝒄 = 𝟒 (right). 



 

Chapter 3  

 

Object Detection and Tracking 

from Natural Features 

 

 This chapter brings a discussion about techniques for object detection and 

tracking from natural features that can be used in AR systems. These methods usually 

rely on two types of visual cues: contours and texture. According to the definition of 

[SHOTTON 2007], the contours of an object consist of its outline and its internal edges. 

As stated by [GONZALEZ AND WOODS 2007], the texture of an object concerns properties 

such as smoothness, coarseness and regularity of its surface, although there is no formal 

definition for this concept. An object whose most of its surface has smooth textures with 

constant brightness is commonly referred to as texture-less. On the other hand, if most 

of the object surface has coarse textures, then it is often called textured. 

 According to [LEPETIT AND FUA 2005], natural feature detection and tracking 

techniques need a 3D knowledge about the object, which is referred to as a model of the 

object. This model can be encoded in different ways depending on the method’s 

requirements, such as computer-aided design (CAD), 3D point cloud and plane 

segments. Existing techniques for natural feature detection and tracking can be 

classified as model based or model-less. Model based methods make use of a previously 

obtained model of the target object. They are able to handle scenarios where the object 

and/or the camera move with respect to each other. Model-less techniques are also 

known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) methods, since they 

estimate both the camera pose and the 3D geometry of the scene in real-time. In model-

less methods, the camera can move with respect to the scene, but it is often assumed that 

the scene is rigid [DAVISON ET AL. 2007] [KLEIN AND MURRAY 2007]. This thesis is 

focused on model based techniques, which are detailed in Section 3.1. Using RGB-D 
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sensors can also contribute to obtain better results for object detection and tracking. This 

is discussed in Section 3.2. 

 An overview of an object detection/tracking system from natural features is 

shown in Figure 3.1, taking into account the concepts of detection and tracking 

discussed previously in Chapter 1. Any suitable image sensor (RGB, RGB-D, etc.) is 

used to capture images of the real scene. The system also uses the model of the target 

object as input. In model-less methods, this model does not exist and has to be created 

and continuously updated by the system. For tracking methods, an estimate of the object 

pose is required, which is not true for detection methods. Then, natural features 

contained in the images are used together with the remaining input data to compute the 

pose of the object in a given frame. This pose is provided to the AR application, which 

can use it for virtual content insertion. Tracking methods can also consider the pose of 

the current frame as an estimate of the pose of the next frame. 

 

Figure 3.1. Object detection/tracking system from natural features overview. 
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3.1. Model Based Detection and Tracking 

 A taxonomy of model based methods is presented in Figure 3.2, classified 

according to the concepts of detection and tracking. The techniques can be classified 

regarding the type of natural feature used. Model based detection methods can be 

classified in the following categories: contour and local invariant feature. Model based 

tracking methods can be divided into the following categories: contour, template and 

local invariant feature. Each category is described in the next subsections. 

 

Figure 3.2. Model based object detection and tracking techniques taxonomy. 

3.1.1. Contour Based Detection 

 Existing contour based detection techniques make use of specific representations 

for detecting and estimating the pose of a target texture-less object. Many of these 

methods are suitable only for planar objects [DONOSER ET AL. 2011] 

[HAGBI ET AL. 2009] [HOFHAUSER ET AL. 2008] [HOLZER ET AL. 2009] 

[LEE AND SOATTO 2011] [MARTEDI ET AL. 2013], while there are some methods that can 

also handle non-planar objects [ÁLVAREZ ET AL. 2013] [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2010] 

[WIEDEMANN ET AL. 2008]. 

 Regarding methods for planar objects, the Perspective Template Matching 

(PTM) method presented in [HOFHAUSER ET AL. 2008] makes use of a similarity metric 

based on the dot product between the gradient vectors of the corresponding edge points. 

This metric is calculated in a way to be robust to occlusions, background clutter, 

contrast changes and specular reflections. The model is clustered into parts that are 
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invariant to perspective transformations. The template matching occurs by exploiting a 

pyramidal approach, aiming to maximize the similarity between corresponding parts of 

input and model. However, in order to run at interactive rates, it must cover only a 

restricted range of poses of the target object. The Nestor system [HAGBI ET AL. 2009] 

extracts projective invariants signatures from shape concavities and match hypotheses 

are obtained using a nearest neighbor search. The hypothesis with best reprojection error 

is retained as a match. The pose is then refined using active contours. The Distance 

Transform Template (DTT) technique [HOLZER ET AL. 2009] makes use of the Ferns 

classifier [OZUYSAL ET AL. 2007] trained with distance transform images obtained from 

contours of the target object. The contours are normalized to a canonical orientation and 

scale, while perspective invariance is obtained by using warped versions of the contours 

in the training phase. A pose refinement step is also employed using a modified version 

of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [LUCAS AND KANADE 1981]. In [DONOSER ET AL. 2011], 

maximally stable extremal regions (MSERs) [MATAS ET AL. 2002] are detected, 

normalized to a canonical frame and recognized using distance transform and a Ferns 

classifier. Correspondences are then obtained using projective invariant frames that rely 

on the presence of at least one concavity on the region (Figure 3.3 left). The edgel 

template method [LEE AND SOATTO 2011] selects edge segments called edgels at 

multiple scales. The position and orientation of an edgel is used to obtain a canonical 

frame. Using this frame, a binary descriptor is computed for the edgel based on the 

orientation of nearby edgels on a support region. The descriptors can then be matched in 

a fast manner using bitwise operations. In [MARTEDI ET AL. 2013], MSER regions are 

detected and keypoints are extracted from the region outline. A given keypoint must 

have a minimum relevance measure, which is based on the length and angle of the two 

segments that intersect on the keypoint location. A descriptor is then built for a keypoint 

using the relevance measure of neighboring keypoints on the region outline. The 

descriptors are used as keys in a hash table for keypoint matching. Since this method is 

based on local correspondences, it is able to detect objects up to a certain level of 

occlusion. However, a recursive tracking approach is needed for handling severe 

perspective distortions. 

 Concerning techniques that can be used for detecting non-planar objects, Shape-

Based 3D Matching [WIEDEMANN ET AL. 2008] is an extension of the PTM planar object 

detection technique. In an offline phase, a hierarchy of views is built from the object 
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model positioned in the center of a spherical coordinate system considering a range of 

longitude, latitude and distance. At runtime, this hierarchy is traversed in a coarse to 

fine pyramidal approach. The similarity metric used to compare the query image with a 

view is similar to the one used in [HOFHAUSER ET AL. 2008]. It runs interactively only 

when considering a small pose range. The training phase can also be very time 

consuming. The Dominant Orientation Template (DOT) technique 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2010] is similar in some way to Shape-Based 3D Matching, 

but it is able to perform training in an online manner. The similarity calculation takes 

into account the dominant gradients and makes use of bitwise operations, allowing it to 

be done faster. The views are also clustered in order to enable an efficient branch and 

bound search. This way, DOT is able to detect and track non-planar objects in real-time 

under different viewpoints, as depicted in Figure 3.3 right. The method described in 

[ÁLVAREZ ET AL. 2013] is also similar to Shape-Based 3D Matching, but instead of 

exploiting a hierarchy of views for speeding up the search, it uses descriptors built from 

junctions extracted from the views. These descriptors are stored in a hash table and 

retrieved at runtime, giving a number of candidate matching views. They are then 

compared to the query frame with the same similarity metric used by Shape-Based 3D 

Matching. 

 

Figure 3.3. Contour based detection examples with planar (left) [DONOSER ET AL. 2011] and 

non-planar (right) [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2010] objects. 

3.1.2. Local Invariant Feature Based Detection 

 The first step of the object detection techniques from this category consists in 

extracting local discriminative repeatable features. Some of these features are only 

invariant to rotation, such as Harris corners [HARRIS AND STEPHENS 1988] and FAST 
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keypoints [ROSTEN AND DRUMMOND 2006], and scale invariance is often obtained by 

detecting features from different levels of an image pyramid. There are some features 

that are invariant to both rotation and scale, like local extrema of Difference of 

Gaussians (DoG) [LOWE 2004]. Some features are also invariant to affine 

transformations, such as affine regions [MIKOLAJCZYK ET AL. 2005]. 

 Object detection is then performed by matching features extracted from the 

query image to previously obtained features from template images with known pose, 

even if the images were obtained from significantly different viewpoints. One 

alternative for performing this matching is by using local descriptors, which are high 

dimensional vectors that describe the neighborhood around the local feature. Examples 

of local descriptors are SIFT [LOWE 2004], SURF [BAY ET AL. 2008], HIP 

[TAYLOR AND DRUMMOND 2009], BRIEF [CALONDER ET AL. 2010] and rBRIEF 

[RUBLEE ET AL. 2011]. Descriptor matching is done by nearest neighbor search based on 

the distance between the high dimensional vectors. Another way of matching local 

features is by using classifiers such as Randomized Trees [LEPETIT ET AL. 2005] and 

Ferns [OZUYSAL ET AL. 2007]. They are trained beforehand using object local features 

with different poses. 

 Detection based on local invariant features is suitable to both planar and non-

planar textured objects even when partially occluded. An example of a result obtained 

using a local invariant feature based method for detecting textured non-planar objects is 

shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4. Local invariant feature based detection example using the FAST detector and 

the rBRIEF descriptor [RUBLEE ET AL. 2011]. 
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3.1.3. Contour Based Tracking 

 In this category, a 3D contour model of the object to be tracked is aligned with 

the edges of the query image [ARMSTRONG AND ZISSERMAN 1995] 

[COMPORT ET AL. 2003] [DRUMMOND AND CIPOLLA 1999] [HARRIS 1992] 

[LIMA ET AL. 2009] [MICHEL ET AL. 2007] [WUEST ET AL. 2005]. This is done by 

matching control points sampled along the contours of the model to strong gradients in 

the image. The correspondence for each control point is found by a search orthogonal to 

the projected model contour direction. 

 Contour based tracking methods are suitable for handling texture-less objects, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5. Contour based tracking example [MICHEL ET AL. 2007]. 3D contour model of the 

object is matched with strong gradients in the query image. 

3.1.4. Template Based Tracking 

 The techniques that belong to the template based tracking category aim to 

estimate the parameters of a function that warps a template in a way that it is correctly 

aligned to the query image [BENHIMANE ET AL. 2007] [BENHIMANE AND MALIS 2004] 

[DAME AND MARCHAND 2010] [JURIE AND DHOME 2001] [MATAS ET AL. 2006]. This is 

the general goal of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [BAKER AND MATTHEWS 2004] 

[LUCAS AND KANADE 1981]. The template is commonly a 2D image of the target object. 

Template tracking methods are based on global information, since the object as a whole 

is taken into consideration for tracking. They perform iterative minimization of a cost 

function that measures how good is the registration between template and query. 
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Examples of cost functions that are used are sum of square differences (SSD) and 

mutual information [DAME AND MARCHAND 2010]. 

 Template tracking techniques are fast and accurate, but are suitable for planar 

objects only, such as the ones depicted in Figure 3.6. They are also often sensitive to 

occlusions. 

  

Figure 3.6. Template based tracking examples using SSD (left) [BENHIMANE ET AL. 2007] 

and mutual information (right) [DAME AND MARCHAND 2010] as cost functions. 

3.1.5. Local Invariant Feature Based Tracking 

 Differently from template based tracking, local invariant feature based tracking 

exploits localized information extracted from the target object [PLATONOV ET AL. 2006] 

[LEPETIT ET AL. 2003]. These local features present enough accuracy, discriminative 

power and repeatability in order to be invariant to distortions such as rotation and 

illumination changes. Commonly used local features are Harris corners 

[HARRIS AND STEPHENS 1988] and Good Features to Track (GFTT) 

[SHI AND TOMASI 1994]. 

 One possibility is to match the current frame with the previous frame in order to 

estimate the pose update. This can be done by detecting features from the current frame 

and matching them with the features from the previous frame using normalized cross-

correlation (NCC), as in [LEPETIT ET AL. 2003]. The features from the previous frame 

can also be followed in the current frame using methods such as the Kanade-Lucas-

Tomasi (KLT) tracker [SHI AND TOMASI 1994], as done in [PLATONOV ET AL. 2006]. 

 However, matching only with the previous frame may cause error accumulation. 

In order to solve this, the current frame can also be matched to keyframes, which are 

previously captured images of the target object in different known poses 
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[LEPETIT ET AL. 2003]. At runtime, the keyframe with the nearest pose with respect to 

the previous frame pose is chosen. The poses of the chosen keyframe and the current 

frame may be not close enough to allow the matching of their features. Due to this, an 

intermediate synthetic image with a pose near to the current frame is generated by 

applying a homography to the keyframe image. The features can then be matched using 

NCC, for example. 

 Besides planar textured objects, local invariant feature based methods are also 

suitable for non-planar textured objects and are robust to partial occlusions, as shown in 

Figure 3.7. They can also be used together with contour based techniques in order to get 

more robust and accurate results with both textured and texture-less objects 

[PRESSIGOUT AND MARCHAND 2006] [VACCHETTI ET AL. 2004]. 

  

Figure 3.7. Local invariant feature based tracking examples. Matching with previous 

frame only (left) [PLATONOV ET AL. 2006] and matching with previous frame and keyframes 

(right) [LEPETIT ET AL. 2003]. 

3.2. Object Detection and Tracking Using RGB-D Sensors 

 A practical way of obtaining the 3D models needed by model based detection 

and tracking techniques is by using RGB-D sensors [DU ET AL. 2011] 

[HENRY ET AL. 2010] [NEWCOMBE ET AL. 2011]. In addition, data provided by RGB-D 

sensors can be directly exploited in real-time by object detection and tracking methods. 

Some of these methods are detailed next. 

 In [OIKONOMIDIS ET AL. 2011], 3D tracking of single hand articulations is 

performed using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method. This work was later 

extended in [OIKONOMIDIS ET AL. 2012] to track the articulations of two interacting 

hands, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The PSO method was also used for head tracking in 
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[PADELERIS ET AL. 2012]. Head detection and pose estimation is done in 

[FANELLI ET AL. 2011] with Discriminative Random Regression Forests (DRRF), and 

the results obtained are shown in Figure 3.9. In [WEISE ET AL. 2011], a maximum a 

posteriori (MAP) estimator is employed to perform head and facial expression tracking 

(Figure 3.10). 

 

Figure 3.8. 3D hand tracking using RGB-D sensors with PSO [OIKONOMIDIS ET AL. 2012]. 

From left to right: color image, depth image, segmented hands, hands model, tracking 

results. 

 

Figure 3.9. Head detection and pose estimation using RGB-D sensors with DRRF 

[FANELLI ET AL. 2011]. 

 

Figure 3.10. Head and facial expression tracking using RGB-D sensors with MAP 

estimation [WEISE ET AL. 2011]. From left to right: color image, depth map, estimated 

pose. 
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 However, the methods described in the previous paragraph are used only for a 

specific kind of object (hands, head). In many scenarios, more general techniques that 

are able to detect and track a wider range of object categories are desired. In 

[LAI ET AL. 2011], an Object-Pose Tree (OPTree) assists detection and pose estimation 

of object instances from different categories, as can be seen in Figure 3.11. In 

[BO ET AL. 2012], the Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) method is used, which 

showed to provide more accurate poses when compared to OPTree. Another way of 

detecting objects based on depth data is by using 3D shape descriptors, which represent 

shape information around 3D keypoints on the object surface. Evaluations of available 

3D keypoint detectors are performed in [TOMBARI ET AL. 2013] 

[FILIPE AND ALEXANDRE 2014]. Some popular 3D shape descriptors are evaluated in 

[ALDOMA ET AL. 2012] [ALEXANDRE 2012]. There are also some 3D descriptors based 

on both depth and color information, such as the ones described in [BUCH ET AL. 2013] 

[NASCIMENTO ET AL. 2013] [TOMBARI ET AL. 2011] [WANG ET AL. 2014]. In 

[KRAININ ET AL. 2012], objects are detected under background clutter and occlusion and 

their poses are estimated using a beam-based probabilistic sensor model. Nevertheless, 

the methods cited in this paragraph are mostly used in robotics for grasping tasks, where 

an approximate pose is sufficient and the system is able to work with a low frame rate 

[RUSU ET AL. 2010]. In contrast, many AR systems require accurate pose estimation at 

high frame rates. 

 

Figure 3.11. Object detection using RGB-D sensors with an OPTree (left) [LAI ET AL. 2011]. 

Application in projector based AR (right). 

 The LINE-MOD technique described in [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2011] performs 

real-time texture-less object detection and pose estimation with gradient response maps, 
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obtaining increased robustness to background clutter than the DOT representation cited 

in Section 3.1.1. The similarity measure is also enhanced with 3D normals on the object 

surface computed from the depth image. Memory linearization that exploits 

parallelization in modern processor architectures is used in order to allow fast matching 

between templates and query image. In [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2012], LINE-MOD is 

extended to use color gradients and false positives are rejected using color information. 

In addition, a more accurate 3D pose is obtained using an efficient voxel-based Iterative 

Closest Point (ICP) method, which is also useful to eliminate false positives. The pose 

of the remaining detections are then refined using a slower but more precise version of 

ICP. Some results of this method are illustrated in Figure 3.12. However, LINE-MOD is 

not scalable with respect to the number of simultaneously detected objects. This 

problem is tackled by [RIOS-CABRERA AND TUYTELAARS 2013], which uses a linear 

support vector machine (SVM) to retain only the most discriminative regions of a 

LINE-MOD template. In addition, template matching is speeded up by using an 

AdaBoost classifier with multiple instance pruning.  

 

Figure 3.12. Texture-less object detection using RGB-D sensors with LINE-MOD 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2012]. 

 Detection and pose estimation of texture-less objects is also targeted in 

[PARK ET AL. 2011], where an initial pose estimate is computed using DOT. This pose is 

then refined by aligning the template model with the 3D point cloud computed from the 

query depth image and also with contours extracted from the color image. An extension 

of this method detailed in [LEE ET AL. 2011] is able to handle both textured and texture-

less objects, as depicted in Figure 3.13. This is accomplished by computing DOTs from 
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both color and depth images. It also allows handling different illumination conditions 

and distinguishing instances of the same object with different sizes. 

 

Figure 3.13. Object detection independent of texture using RGB-D sensors with DOT 

[LEE ET AL. 2011]. 

 In [UEDA 2012], object tracking is performed by feeding an adaptive particle 

filter with the 3D point cloud obtained from the depth image (Figure 3.14). The tracking 

is speeded up by downsampling the point cloud templates, choosing particles using the 

Kullback-Leibler distance (KLD) sampling and using octree and k-d tree data structures. 

 

Figure 3.14. Object tracking using 3D point clouds obtained from RGB-D sensors 

together with an adaptive particle filter [UEDA 2012]. 

 A particle filter is also used in [CHOI AND CHRISTENSEN 2013] for 3D object 

tracking, which is illustrated in Figure 3.15. A likelihood function is designed that takes 
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into account both photometric and geometric information obtained from RGB-D data. 

The implementation takes advantage of GPU processing for tracking objects at ~20 fps 

in scenarios where the tracker of [UEDA 2012] works at ~0.8–2.0 fps. 

 

Figure 3.15. Object tracking using a GPU optimized particle filter with a likelihood 

function that exploits RGB-D information [CHOI AND CHRISTENSEN 2013]. 

 The object tracker presented in [REN AND REID 2012] uses the Levenberg-

Marquardt method to minimize an energy function based on the 3D distance transform 

computed from the point cloud (Figure 3.16 top). The tracker was extended in 

[REN ET AL. 2013] to use both color and depth information in order to be more robust to 

outliers (Figure 3.16 bottom). In both systems, GPU programming is exploited for 

achieving higher frame rates. 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Object tracking based on minimization of energy function using only depth 

data (top) [REN AND REID 2012] and both depth and color data (bottom) [REN ET AL. 2013]. 

Top row: tracking result (left) and scene augmentation (right). Bottom row: RGB image 

(left), depth image (center) and tracking result (right). 



 

Chapter 4  

 

Depth-Assisted Rectification of Patches 

 

 This chapter presents a method developed in this work named Depth-Assisted 

Rectification of Patches (DARP), which exploits depth information available in RGB-D 

consumer devices to improve keypoint matching of perspectively distorted images 

[LIMA ET AL. 2012A] [LIMA ET AL. 2013]. This is achieved by generating a projective 

rectification of a patch around the keypoint, which is normalized with respect to 

perspective distortions and scale. An overview of the DARP technique is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. In DARP, keypoints are extracted and their normal vectors on the scene 

surface are estimated using the depth image. Then, using depth and normal information, 

patches around the keypoints are rectified to a canonical view in order to remove 

perspective and scale distortions. The rectified patch orientation is calculated in order to 

obtain rotation invariance. Finally, a descriptor for the rectified patch is calculated using 

the assigned orientation. DARP can be used with any local feature detector and 

descriptor and is suitable for planar and non-planar textured scenes. 

 Since perspective deformations can be approximated by affine transformations 

for small areas, affine invariant local features can be used to generate normalized 

patches [MIKOLAJCZYK ET AL. 2005]. On the other hand, DARP can use local features 

that are, a priori, not affine and scale invariant, performing a posteriori projective 

rectification of the patches. 

 The ASIFT method [MOREL AND YU 2009] obtains a higher number of matches 

from perspectively distorted images by generating several affine transformed versions 

of both images and then finding correspondences between them using SIFT 

[LOWE 2004]. Alternatively, the DARP method is able to use solely the query and 

template images in order to match them. ASIFT also makes use of low-resolution 

versions of the affine transformed images in order to accelerate keypoint matching. 
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Only the affine transformations that provide more matches are used to compare the 

images in their original resolution. The DARP technique is able to work directly with 

high resolution images, without needing to decrease their quality to achieve real-time 

keypoint matching. 

 

Figure 4.1. DARP method overview. (a) Keypoints are detected using the RGB image. (b) 

Normal is computed for each keypoint using the 3D point cloud calculated from the 

depth image. (c) Patches are rectified using normal, RGB image and the 3D point cloud. 

(d) Orientation is calculated for each rectified patch. (e) A descriptor is computed for 

each oriented rectified patch. (f) Query keypoints descriptors are matched to template 

keypoints descriptors and a pose is calculated using the correspondences. 
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 In [KOSER AND KOCH 2007], MSER features [MATAS ET AL. 2002] are 

projectively rectified using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and graphics 

hardware. However, it does not focus on real-time execution and it is designed to work 

with region detectors, while the DARP method works with keypoint detectors and 

computes rectified patches in real-time. 

 Patch perspective rectification is also performed in [DEL BIMBO ET AL. 2010] 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2008] [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2009] 

[PAGANI AND STRICKER 2009]. These methods differ from DARP because they first 

estimate patch identity and coarse pose, and then refine the pose of the identified patch. 

In DARP, the patches are first rectified in order to allow estimating their identity. In 

addition, these methods need to previously generate warped versions of the patch for 

being able to compute its rectification, while DARP can rectify a patch without such 

constraint. 

 The methods described in [EYJOLFSDOTTIR AND TURK 2011] 

[KURZ AND BENHIMANE 2011] [WU ET AL. 2008] [YANG ET AL. 2010] first projectively 

rectify the whole image and then detect invariant features on the normalized result, 

while the DARP method does the opposite. In addition, [WU ET AL. 2008] is designed 

for offline 3D reconstruction, [EYJOLFSDOTTIR AND TURK 2011] 

[KURZ AND BENHIMANE 2011] [YANG ET AL. 2010] target only planar scenes and 

[EYJOLFSDOTTIR AND TURK 2011] [KURZ AND BENHIMANE 2011] require an inertial 

sensor. 

 A method for keypoint matching of developable surfaces (such as cones or 

cylinders) under different viewpoints using a consumer RGB-D sensor is presented in 

[ZEISL ET AL. 2012]. The surfaces are first unrolled exploiting depth information and 

then the rectified textures are employed for keypoint detection and matching. Dealing 

with the rectified textures instead of the original images allows obtaining a higher 

number of correct matches. 

 Concurrent with this research, the techniques detailed in [MARCON ET AL. 2012] 

and [GOSSOW ET AL. 2012] also used an RGB-D sensor to perform patch rectification 

using PCA. In [MARCON ET AL. 2012], a descriptor for the patch is obtained using 2D 

Fourier-Mellin Transform. Nevertheless, the rectification algorithm applied is not 

clearly described and it is not evaluated under a real-time keypoint matching scenario. 

The Depth-Adaptive Feature Transform (DAFT) method is presented in 
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[GOSSOW ET AL. 2012], where the DoG detector is adapted to use depth information for 

obtaining scale invariant keypoints and SURF is used to describe the rectified patches. 

The results obtained using DARP and DAFT are compared in Section 6.1. 

 In the next sections, all steps of the DARP method are detailed: keypoint 

detection, normal estimation, patch rectification, orientation estimation, patch 

description, keypoint matching and pose estimation. 

4.1. Keypoint Detection 

 Any keypoint detector can be used by DARP, such as Harris corners 

[HARRIS AND STEPHENS 1988], FAST-9 [ROSTEN AND DRUMMOND 2006] or DoG 

[LOWE 2004]. Since the patch around the keypoint is normalized a posteriori with 

respect to perspective distortions and scale, the detector does not have to be affine or 

scale invariant and the use of a scale pyramid for the input image is not mandatory. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates keypoints detected on an input image. 

 

Figure 4.2. Keypoint detection example using FAST-9, where each detected keypoint is 

represented by a colored circle. 

4.2. Normal Estimation 

 As shown in Section 2.1, a 3D point cloud in camera coordinates can be 

computed from the depth image. Using this point cloud, a normal vector can be 

estimated for a 3D point 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 that corresponds to an extracted 2D keypoint via PCA. 

The centroid �̅� of all neighbour 3D points 𝑴𝒊 within a radius of 3 cm of 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 is 
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computed. A covariance matrix is computed using 𝑴𝒊 and �̅�, and its eigenvectors 

{𝒗𝟏, 𝒗𝟐, 𝒗𝟑} and corresponding eigenvalues {𝜆1, 𝜆2, 𝜆3} are computed and ordered in 

ascending order. The normal vector to the scene surface at 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 is given by 𝒗𝟏 

[BERKMANN AND CAELLI 1994], which is depicted in Figure 4.3. If needed, 𝒗𝟏 is flipped 

to aim towards the viewing direction. Only the keypoints that have a valid normal are 

kept. 

 

Figure 4.3. Normal vector of a patch on the scene surface. 

4.3. Patch Rectification 

 The next step consists in using the available 3D information to rectify a patch 

around each keypoint to remove perspective deformations. In addition, a scale 

normalized representation of the patch is obtained. This is done by computing a 

homography that transfers the patch to a canonical view, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

Given 𝒏 = (𝑛𝑥, 𝑛𝑦, 𝑛𝑧)
𝑇 as the unit normal vector in camera coordinates at 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎, 

which is the corresponding 3D point of a keypoint, two unit vectors 𝒏𝟏 and 𝒏𝟐 that 

define a plane with normal 𝒏 can be obtained by: 

 𝒏𝟏 =
1

‖(𝑛𝑧,0,−𝑛𝑥)𝑇‖
∙ (𝑛𝑧 , 0, −𝑛𝑥)

𝑇, (4.1) 

 𝒏𝟐 = 𝒏 × 𝒏𝟏. (4.2) 

This is valid because it is assumed that 𝑛𝑥 and 𝑛𝑧 are not equal to zero at the same time, 

since in this case the normal would be perpendicular to the viewing direction and the 

patch would be not visible. 
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Figure 4.4. Patch rectification overview. 𝑴𝟏, …, 𝑴𝟒 are computed from 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎, 𝒏𝟏 and 𝒏𝟐. 

An homography 𝑯 is computed from the projections 𝒎𝟏, …, 𝒎𝟒 and the canonical 

corners 𝒎𝟏′, …, 𝒎𝟒′. 

 From 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎, 𝒏𝟏 and 𝒏𝟐, it is possible to find the corners 𝑴𝟏, …, 𝑴𝟒 of the 

patch in the camera coordinate system. The patch size in camera coordinates should be 

fixed in order to allow scale invariance. The corners 𝒎𝟏, …, 𝒎𝟒 of the patch to be 

rectified in image coordinates are the projection of the 3D points 𝑴𝟏, …, 𝑴𝟒. Then, 

𝒎𝒊 = 𝐾𝑴𝒊, where 𝐾 is the intrinsic parameters matrix. If the patch size in image 

coordinates is too small, the rectified patch will suffer degradation in image resolution, 

harming its description. This size is influenced by the location of the 3D point 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 

(e.g., if 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 is too far from the camera, the patch size will be small). It is also directly 

proportional to the patch size in camera coordinates, which is determined by a constant 

factor 𝑘 applied to 𝒏𝟏 and 𝒏𝟐 as follows: 𝒏𝟏′ = 𝑘 ∙ 𝒏𝟏 and 𝒏𝟐′ = 𝑘 ∙ 𝒏𝟐. The factor 𝑘 

should be large enough to allow good scale invariance while being small enough to give 

distinctiveness to the patch. In the performed experiments, different values of 𝑘 were 

used, while the size of the rectified patch was always set to 31. 

 The corners 𝑴𝟏, …, 𝑴𝟒 of the patch are given by: 
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 𝑴𝟏 = 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 + 𝒏𝟏′ + 𝒏𝟐′, (4.3) 

 𝑴𝟐 = 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 + 𝒏𝟏′ − 𝒏𝟐′, (4.4) 

 𝑴𝟑 = 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 − 𝒏𝟏′ − 𝒏𝟐′, (4.5) 

 𝑴𝟒 = 𝑴𝒄𝒂𝒎 − 𝒏𝟏′ + 𝒏𝟐′. (4.6) 

 The corresponding corners 𝒎𝟏′, …, 𝒎𝟒′ of the patch in the canonical view are: 

 𝒎𝟏′ = (𝒔 − 𝟏, 𝟎)
𝑻, (4.7) 

 𝒎𝟐′ = (𝒔 − 𝟏, 𝒔 − 𝟏)
𝑻, (4.8) 

 𝒎𝟑′ = (𝟎, 𝒔 − 𝟏)
𝑻, (4.9) 

 𝒎𝟒′ = (𝟎, 𝟎)
𝑻. (4.10) 

 From 𝒎𝟏, …, 𝒎𝟒 and 𝒎𝟏′, …, 𝒎𝟒′, it can be computed a homography 𝐻 that 

takes points of the input image to points of the rectified patch. 

4.4. Orientation Estimation 

 In order to achieve rotational invariance, the orientation of the rectified patch 

should be estimated. There are some different methods to obtain the dominant 

orientation of a patch, such as gradient orientation histogram [LOWE 2004], which finds 

dominant orientations of a patch as peaks in a histogram of quantized orientations of 

patch gradients, and intensity centroid [RUBLEE ET AL. 2011], which computes the 

orientation of the patch from geometric moments. The choice of the method to compute 

patch orientation is often coupled to the method chosen for patch description, as both 

methods commonly use the same data for accomplishing their goals (such as gradients 

in [LOWE 2004] and integral images in [RUBLEE ET AL. 2011]). 

4.5. Patch Description 

 The same way DARP can use any keypoint detector, it is also possible to have 

any patch descriptor such as SIFT [LOWE 2004], SURF [BAY ET AL. 2008], BRIEF 

[CALONDER ET AL. 2010] or rBRIEF [RUBLEE ET AL. 2011]. In order to build a descriptor 

for the rectified patch, the neighborhood around the center of the patch is sampled at 

specific coordinates, depending on the chosen method. These coordinates are rotated 

with respect to the orientation computed for the rectified patch in the previous step. This 

way, it is possible to obtain a descriptor for each keypoint that is invariant to rotation 

(due to orientation normalization) and also to scale and perspective distortions (due to 

patch rectification). 
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4.6. Keypoint Matching and Pose Estimation 

 For descriptor matching, a nearest neighbor search is performed to find the 

corresponding template descriptor for each query descriptor. 

 Regarding pose estimation, any of the methods discussed in Chapter 2 can be 

used. In the experiments performed in this work, the DLT method was used to compute 

object pose. Homography estimation was used for planar objects, while an extrinsic 

parameters matrix was computed for non-planar objects. Minimization of reprojection 

error was used for pose refinement and the RANSAC algorithm was also applied for 

outliers removal. 

 



 

Chapter 5  

 

Depth-Assisted Rectification of Contours 

 

 This chapter presents a method developed in this work named Depth-Assisted 

Rectification of Contours (DARC) for detection and pose estimation of texture-less 

planar objects using RGB-D cameras [LIMA ET AL. 2012A] [LIMA ET AL. 2012B]. It 

consists in matching contours extracted from the current image to previously acquired 

template contours. In order to achieve invariance to rotation, scale and perspective 

distortions, a rectified representation of the contours is obtained using the available 

depth information. DARC requires only a single RGB-D image of the planar objects in 

order to estimate their pose, opposed to some existing approaches that need to capture a 

number of views of the target object. It also does not generate warped versions of the 

templates, which is commonly required by existing object detection techniques. Figure 

5.1 describes the DARC algorithm flow. First, contours are extracted from the query 

RGB image. Then, for each extracted contour, the 3D points that correspond to the 2D 

points of the contour and its inner contours are selected. The 3D contour points are used 

to estimate the normal and the orientation of the contour in camera coordinates. Using 

this information, it is possible to rectify the 3D contour to a canonical view. This 

rectified representation is used to perform matching between query contours and 

previously obtained template contours. The poses of the query contours that have a valid 

match are then calculated. Object detection can then be performed by detecting and 

estimating the pose of its contours for each frame. 
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Figure 5.1. DARC method overview. (a) Contours are detected using the RGB image and 

the distance transform is optionally computed. (b) Normal and orientation are calculated 

for each contour using the 3D point cloud computed from depth data. (c) Contours are 

rectified using normal, orientation and the 3D point cloud. (d) Rectified query contours 

are matched to template contours optionally using the distance transform and the poses 

of the query contours are obtained. 

 Object detection and pose estimation are commonly performed using local 

feature descriptors such as the ones listed in Section 3.1.2. However, they showed to be 

not suitable for dealing with texture-less objects, since it is hard to obtain repeatable and 

discriminative features from such kind of object. Therefore, recent researches have been 

focused on methods that are able to detect and estimate the pose of texture-less objects. 

 One option for detecting texture-less objects is to perform a search over the pose 

space using template matching, such as in [HOFHAUSER ET AL. 2008]. However, when 

the pose range increases, the processing time required by this kind of technique makes 

them unsuitable for AR applications. 
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 Most existing techniques suitable for texture-less objects need to capture several 

views of the target object or to generate perspective warps from reference images. The 

method described in [HOLZER ET AL. 2009] trains a classifier with normalized distance 

transform templates computed from warped versions of a reference image. It aims to 

detect and estimate the pose of planar targets. In [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2008] 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2009] perspective rectification is learned from warped patches 

in order to allow matching of local features. Dominant orientation templates are 

generated in [HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2010] from a number of different viewpoints for 

estimating the pose of texture-less 3D objects. The approach detailed in 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2011] acquires RGB-D images from many views of a texture-

less 3D object and makes use of 2D image gradients and 3D surfaces normals for 

estimating its pose. In [PARK ET AL. 2011], dominant orientation templates of grayscale 

images obtained from different viewpoints are used to estimate a coarse pose of texture-

less 3D objects. The pose is then refined using RGB-D data. This method was later 

extended in [LEE ET AL. 2011] to also compute dominant orientation templates from the 

depth image. In addition, it demonstrates the capability of discerning objects with the 

same shape and texture but different sizes by exploiting depth information, which is also 

done by DARC. A technique described in [ÁLVAREZ ET AL. 2013] performs pose 

estimation based on junctions by comparing the query image with previously acquired 

keyframes of the target texture-less 3D object from many views. In 

[DONOSER ET AL. 2011], distance transforms computed from warped versions of 

MSERs are used to train a classifier. This allows estimating the pose of planar contours 

by exploiting projective invariants, as long as the contour has at least one concavity. In 

contrast, the DARC technique needs only an RGB-D image of the planar object taken 

from a single view for estimating its pose. It also stores two or four versions of each 

template relative to its different orientations, without needing to generate several warps. 

The DARC method is comparable to the approach described in [HAGBI ET AL. 2009], 

which stores a single signature for each template contour. However, it makes use of 

projective invariants with low discriminative power, leading to potential wrong matches 

with background features. The technique detailed in [MARTEDI ET AL. 2013] is able to 

detect contours by keypoint matching with a single reference image, but the keypoint 

descriptor used is not invariant to severe perspective distortions. 
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 There are some other techniques in the literature that perform feature 

rectification for 3D registration. Methods that use a 3D reconstruction of the scene often 

rely on texture based local descriptors and are not adequate for texture-less objects 

[KOSER AND KOCH 2007] [MARCON ET AL. 2012] [WU ET AL. 2008] [YANG ET AL. 2010]. 

There are also some approaches that require the presence of inertial sensors 

[EYJOLFSDOTTIR AND TURK 2011] [KURZ AND BENHIMANE 2011]. The DARC method 

does not need any additional sensor besides an RGB-D camera and is based on 

normalization of contour features, allowing pose estimation of texture-less planar 

targets. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no other methods in the 

literature based on RGB-D images that focus on texture-less planar object detection and 

6DOF pose estimation. 

 Each step of the DARC method is detailed in the next sections: contour 

detection, normal estimation, orientation estimation, contour rectification, contour 

matching and pose estimation. 

5.1. Contour Detection 

 Any contour detection method can be used by DARC and the extracted contours 

do not have to be affine invariant. In this work, two different approaches for detecting 

contours were considered: the first one is based on the Canny edge detector 

[CANNY 1986] and the second one is based on the MSER detector [MATAS ET AL. 2002]. 

Each method is described in the following subsections. 

5.1.1. Canny Contour Detector 

 In order to obtain a binary image where contours can be extracted, the query 

RGB image is converted to grayscale and then the Canny edge detector is applied 

[CANNY 1986], as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The threshold values used for the hysteresis 

procedure are 50.0 and 200.0. A dilation operator can also be applied to the binary 

image in order to connect broken edge segments. The algorithm described in [SUZUKI 

AND ABE 1985] is used to extract closed contours from the binary image. Contours that 

have an area smaller than a threshold are discarded. 

 Similarly to [HOLZER ET AL. 2009], the hierarchy of contours is also exploited in 

order to increase their discriminative power. When dealing with a closed contour in all 

the following steps of the method, its inner contours are also considered as part of the 
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parent contour representation. In the remainder of this thesis, the set of points that 

belong to a contour or its inner contours is named contour group. Since more 

information is taken into account when contour hierarchy is used, it allows obtaining a 

more accurate estimation of contour rotation and also improves the measurement of 

similarity between two different contours. Contour hierarchy is also needed at runtime 

to correctly group the query contours that correspond to a previously acquired template 

contour group. 

 

Figure 5.2. Canny contour detection example. 

 In addition, the distance transform is computed from the binary image with the 

sequential algorithm described in [BORGEFORS 1986] for later use, obtaining a result 

similar to the one depicted in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3. Distance transform computed from the binary image shown in Figure 5.2. 
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5.1.2. MSER Contour Detector 

 The approach presented in the previous subsection is very fast, but it is not 

robust to illumination changes, noise and blur caused by very fast movements. A slower 

but more robust way to detect contours is to use the MSER detector 

[MATAS ET AL. 2002], which is illustrated in Figure 5.4. MSER uses the grayscale 

image obtained from the query RGB image to find stable regions with respect to 

thresholding over a large range of threshold values. These regions are scale and affine 

invariant and their boundaries can be used as contours. Since MSER deals with regions, 

it inherently considers the inner contours as part of an outer contour, so there is no need 

to use hierarchical structures to obtain contour groups as in the method discussed in the 

previous subsection. Actually, instead of considering only the boundary points, all the 

points that belong to a region detected by MSER are considered in the computation of 

contour normal and orientation, which is explained in the following section. 

 

Figure 5.4. MSER contour detection example, where each detected contour is filled with a 

solid color. 

5.2. Normal and Orientation Estimation 

 From the query depth image, a 3D point cloud in camera coordinates can be 

computed for the scene, as discussed in Section 2.1. Then, for each contour group, the 

corresponding 3D points 𝑴𝒊 of the 2D contour points 𝒎𝒊 are used to estimate the 

normal and orientation of the contour group via PCA. The centroid �̅� of the 3D contour 

points is calculated, which is invariant to affine transformations 

[HARTLEY AND ZISSERMAN 2004]. A covariance matrix is computed using 𝑴𝒊 and �̅�, 

and its eigenvectors {𝒗𝟏, 𝒗𝟐, 𝒗𝟑} and corresponding eigenvalues {𝜆1, 𝜆2, 𝜆3} are 
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computed and sorted in ascending order. The normal vector to the contour group plane 

is 𝒗𝟏 [BERKMANN AND CAELLI 1994], as shown in Figure 5.5. If needed, 𝒗𝟏 is flipped to 

point towards the viewing direction. Contour group orientation is given by 𝒗𝟐 and 𝒗𝟑, 

which can be seen as the 𝑦 and 𝑥 axis, respectively, of a local coordinate system with 

origin at �̅� [BERKMANN AND CAELLI 1994], as can be seen in Figure 5.5. There are four 

possible orientations given by combinations of the 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis with different signs. It 

only makes sense to consider all four orientations if mirrored or transparent objects 

might be detected. Otherwise, only two orientations are enough, which are given by 

using both flipped and non-flipped 𝒗𝟑 as the 𝑥 axis and computing the 𝑦 axis as the 

cross product of 𝒗𝟏 and 𝒗𝟑. 

 

Figure 5.5. Local coordinate system computed from 3D contour points using PCA. 

5.3. Contour Rectification 

 In order to allow matching instances of the same contour group observed from 

different viewpoints, they are normalized to a common representation. Translation 

invariance is achieved by writing the coordinates of the 3D contour points 𝑴𝒊 relative to 

the centroid �̅�. Rotation invariance is obtained by aligning 𝒗𝟑 and 𝒗𝟐 with the 𝑥 and 𝑦 

global axes, respectively. Since the 3D contour points 𝑴𝒊 are in camera coordinates, 

they are scale invariant. Perspective invariance is obtained by aligning the inverse of the 

normal vector 𝒗𝟏 to the 𝑧 global axis. This way, a transformation [𝑅𝑟|𝒕𝒓] can be 

obtained by: 

 [
𝑅𝑟 𝒕𝒓

𝟎𝑇 1
] =

[
 
 
 
 
𝒗𝟑
𝑇 −�̅� ∙ 𝒗𝟑

𝑇

𝒗𝟐
𝑇 −�̅� ∙ 𝒗𝟐

𝑇

𝒗𝟏
𝑇 −�̅� ∙ 𝒗𝟏

𝑇

𝟎𝑇 1 ]
 
 
 
 

. (5.1) 

 The rectified contour points 𝑴𝒊′ can be computed as follows: 
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 [
𝑴𝑖′
1
] = [

𝑅𝑟 𝒕𝒓

𝟎𝑇 1
] [
𝑴𝑖

1
]. (5.2) 

 The rectified points should lie on the 𝑥𝑦 plane (𝑧 = 0). Since two or four 

orientations given by 𝒗𝟐 and 𝒗𝟑 are considered, each one is used to generate a different 

rectification of a contour group. All these rectifications are taken into account in the 

matching phase. In some cases the estimated orientation is not accurate, as can be seen 

in the rectified contour group in Figure 5.6. However, this is still sufficient for matching 

and pose estimation purposes. 

 

Figure 5.6. Rectified 3D contour points computed using Equations 5.1 and 5.2. 

 When MSER features are used, an additional step is performed in order to rectify 

a binary representation of each detected region. For this, the upright bounding rectangle 

of the rectified contour is computed and the four corners of this rectangle are unrectified 

using the inverse of the [𝑅𝑟|𝒕𝒓] rectifying transformation and then projected onto a 

binary image that represents the region. From the correspondences between the original 

corners and the projected corners, a homography can be computed that maps the 

bounding rectangle to the image, which allows obtaining a rectified version of the 

region, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7. Rectification of a binary representation of a detected MSER region. 

H 
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5.4. Contour Matching and Pose Estimation 

 After being rectified, query contour groups can be matched to a previously 

rectified template contour group. Two approaches were considered for contour matching 

and pose estimation: the first one is based on chamfer matching [BARROW ET AL. 1977] 

and the second one is based on Hamming matching. The first method is used together 

with the Canny contour detector, while the second method is used together with the 

MSER contour detector. Each method is detailed in the next subsections. 

 In both approaches, some heuristics can be used to reject spurious matches. First, 

a match is rejected if the upright bounding rectangles of the rectified contour groups do 

not have a similar size (i.e. their width or height differ by more than 25 pixels). Then, it 

is calculated a coarse pose that maps the 3D unrectified template contour group to the 

3D unrectified query contour group. Given the rotation 𝑅𝑡 and translation 𝒕𝒕 that rectify 

the template contour group and the rotation 𝑅𝑞 and translation 𝒕𝒒 that rectify the query 

contour group, the coarse pose [𝑅𝑐|𝒕𝒄] is obtained by: 

 [
𝑅𝑐 𝒕𝒄

𝟎𝑇 1
]
−1

= [
𝑅𝑞 𝒕𝒒

𝟎𝑇 1
]
−1

[𝑅
𝑡 𝒕𝒕

𝟎𝑇 1
]. (5.3) 

 The 3D unrectified template contour group is transformed using the coarse pose 

[𝑅𝑐|𝒕𝒄] and then projected onto the query image. After that, the upright bounding 

rectangle of the projected points is calculated and compared with the upright bounding 

rectangle of the 2D query contour group. If they are not close to each other or their sizes 

are not similar (i.e. their width or height differ by more than a value between 11 and 25 

pixels), the match is discarded. 

 After matching query and template contour groups using any of the methods 

described in the next subsections, it can be obtained several point-to-point 

correspondences between all the query and template contour groups that are part of the 

target planar object. From these correspondences, the final pose of the planar object can 

be computed using homography estimation together with RANSAC, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. One single contour group is sufficient for calculating the pose of a planar 

object. However, if the object is composed by several contour groups with enough 

discriminative power, all of them can be used for pose estimation. Using this approach, 

it is possible to compute the pose of the object even when some of its contours are 

occluded. 
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5.4.1. Chamfer Matcher 

 Since rectified contour groups are invariant to rotation, scale and perspective 

distortions, simpler methods that do not deal with these invariants can be used to match 

them, such as chamfer matching [BARROW ET AL. 1977]. The similarity between 

template contour group projection and 2D query contour group is given by their chamfer 

distance: 

 
1

𝜏𝑛
∑ 𝐷𝑇𝜏(𝒎𝑖

𝑡)𝑛
𝑖=0 , (5.4) 

where 𝑛 is the number of points in the template contour group, 𝒎𝒊
𝒕 is the 𝑖-th template 

contour point and 𝐷𝑇𝜏 is the query distance transform truncated to a value 𝜏, which was 

set to 20. For each query contour group, the template contour group orientation with 

smallest chamfer distance is marked as a candidate match. 

 If there is a candidate match for a given query contour group, then a refined pose 

of the contour group is estimated from the previously computed coarse pose [𝑅𝑐|𝒕𝒄] 

using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Subsection 2.2.3). The query distance 

transform is used to compute the reprojection error. Finally, the chamfer distance 

between the template contour group and query contour group is calculated using the 

refined pose. If it is below a threshold, then the match is considered as correct. The 

truncation of the distance transform to a value 𝜏 has an effect on the minimization 

similar to using the Tukey M-estimator, which was described in Subsection 2.3.2. 

5.4.2. Hamming Matcher 

 The rectified binary representations obtained for MSER features can be matched 

by calculating their Hamming distance using a bitwise XOR operation. The percentage 

of black pixels on the resulting XOR image gives a measure of similarity between query 

and template regions.  

 Using a binary image representing the query region, the rectifying homography 

computed as in Subsection 5.3 is refined using the Efficient Second-Order Minimization 

(ESM) method [BENHIMANE AND MALIS 2004]. Finally, it is computed a homography 

𝐻𝑟 that maps the unrectified template region to the unrectified query region. Given the 

homography 𝐻𝑡 that rectifies the template region and the refined homography 𝐻𝑞 that 

rectifies the query region, then 𝐻𝑟 = 𝐻𝑞(𝐻𝑡)−1. 



 

Chapter 6  

 

Results 

 

 This chapter describes major results obtained with the DARP and DARC 

methods. The techniques were evaluated regarding performance and pose estimation 

quality. The hardware used in the evaluations was a Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360, an 

Asus Xtion PRO LIVE and a laptop with Intel Core i7-3612QM @ 2.10GHz processor 

and 8GB RAM. The applications were written in C++ and executed on the Microsoft 

Windows 7 operating system. The following libraries were used in the implementation 

of the methods: OpenCV [KAEHLER AND BRADSKI 2013], Point Cloud Library (PCL) 

[RUSU AND COUSINS 2011], OpenNI [FALAHATI 2013] and ESM SDK 

[BENHIMANE AND MALIS 2004]. The OpenNI library provides ways to compute the 

intrinsic parameters of the RGB-D sensors from the manufacturer calibration. In 

addition, it also allows enabling registration between depth and color images, which is 

performed in the RGB-D sensor hardware. The templates used by DARP and DARC for 

object detection and pose estimation can be generated with an application where the 

user interactively draws a rectangle to select the portion of the image where the target 

object is located, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The user may also provide a binary mask 

image for determining which image pixels belong to the object to be detected. The 

DARP method includes all the keypoints within the selected region in the template, 

while the DARC method uses all the contours inside the selection as a template. DARP 

templates consist of 2D keypoints (for homography estimation), 3D keypoints (for 

extrinsic parameters matrix estimation) and keypoint descriptors. DARC templates are 

composed of 2D contour points, 3D contour points, bounding rectangles of rectified 

contours and rectifying transformations. If MSER features are used, rectified binary 

regions and rectifying homographies are additionally stored. 
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Figure 6.1. Template generation application screenshot, where the user selects the object 

to be detected by drawing a red rectangle around it. 

6.1. DARP Results 

 In order to evaluate DARP, the publicly available Technische Universität 

München’s RGBD Datasets [GOSSOW ET AL. 2012] were used, which have 1280x960 

images. In addition, 320x240 and 640x480 image sequences were captured using the 

Asus Xtion PRO LIVE and the Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 sensors, respectively. 

Synthetic RGB-D images with a resolution of 1280x960 were also generated. 

 The results obtained when using SIFT [LOWE 2004], ORB [RUBLEE ET AL. 2011] 

and DAFT [GOSSOW ET AL. 2012] methods are compared with the results obtained when 

using these methods together with DARP. Keypoint detection, orientation assignment 

and patch description are performed in a similar way when each method is used with or 

without DARP. While SIFT and ORB are based only on RGB data, the DAFT method 

uses both RGB and depth information. Existing patch rectification methods were not 

contemplated in the evaluation because they need to generate several warped versions of 

the patch in order to compute its rectification, which is not needed for DARP, as 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

 In the SIFT+DARP scenario, the same algorithms employed by SIFT for 

keypoint detection, orientation assignment and patch description are used, which are the 

DoG detector, the gradient orientation histogram method and the SIFT descriptor, 

respectively [LOWE 2004]. It should be noted that the DoG detector requires an image 

pyramid for keypoint detection. 

 In the ORB+DARP scenario, the FAST-9 method is used for keypoint detection 

[ROSTEN AND DRUMMOND 2006], but the keypoints are detected on the original scale of 
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the input image, without employing a scale pyramid, since FAST-9 does not use it and 

scale changes are inherently handled using the patch rectification process. As in ORB, 

an initial set of features is detected on the input image and then 𝑛 points with best Harris 

response are selected. For ORB+DARP it was used a value of 𝑛 = 230 for 640x480 

images and 𝑛 = 918 for 1280x960 images in the conducted experiments. ORB uses an 

image pyramid with 5 levels and a scale factor of 1.2 between consecutive levels in 

order to obtain scale invariance. When handling 640x480 images, ORB extracts 631 

keypoints per image pyramid, distributed in the levels in ascending order as follows: 

230, 160, 111, 77 and 53 keypoints. When handling 1280x960 images, ORB extracts 

2517 keypoints per image pyramid, distributed in the levels in ascending order as 

follows: 918, 637, 442, 307 and 213 keypoints. In summary, ORB extracts more 

keypoints than ORB+DARP, but both approaches handle the same keypoints from the 

original scale of the input image. ORB and ORB+DARP both use the intensity centroid 

method for orientation assignment and the rBRIEF patch descriptor [RUBLEE ET AL. 

2011]. 

 The DAFT+DARP scenario also uses the same methods that DAFT applies for 

keypoint detection, orientation assignment and patch description, which are a version of 

the DoG detector that uses depth data [GOSSOW ET AL. 2012], Haar wavelet responses 

orientation histogram [BAY ET AL. 2008] and the SURF descriptor [BAY ET AL. 2008], 

respectively. In this case, the keypoint detector needs a depth normalized image 

pyramid. 

 Descriptor matching is performed with a nearest neighbor search. For the SIFT 

and SURF descriptors, a k-d tree is used for obtaining the two nearest neighbors based 

on the Euclidean distance. Then a heuristic is applied to reject spurious matches, where 

a correspondence is discarded if the ratio between the distances of the closest and the 

second-closest neighbor is less than a threshold [LOWE 2004]. In the experiments 

performed, this threshold was set to 0.7. For the rBRIEF descriptor, a brute force search 

with Hamming distance was applied, where matches with a distance greater than 50 are 

discarded. Pose estimation is performed using the same procedures for all the evaluated 

scenarios, as described in Subsection 4.6. 
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6.1.1. Qualitative Evaluation 

 In these experiments, the value of the 𝑘 parameter for patch size in camera 

coordinates was empirically set to ⌊𝑠 2⁄ ⌋, where 𝑠 is the size of the rectified patch, as 

mentioned in Section 4.3. Initially the tests were done with planar objects. Figure 6.2 

and Figure 6.3 show the matches between two 640x480 images of a planar object. The 

2D points that belong to the object model transformed by the homographies computed 

from the matches are shown in Figure 6.4. It can be noted that the ORB+DARP method 

provides better results than ORB when the object has an oblique pose with respect to the 

viewing direction. The matches obtained with ORB led to a wrong pose, while it was 

possible to estimate a reasonable pose using ORB+DARP, as evidenced by the 

transformed model points (Figure 6.4). Scale invariance limit of DARP was also 

evaluated, as depicted in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. It was noted that the DARP method 

was able to cope with a relative scale change factor of up to 2.5. These results 

contribute to fulfilling argument H1 of the hypothesis in Section 1.1. 

 

Figure 6.2. Planar object keypoint matching using ORB finds 10 matches. 

 

Figure 6.3. Planar object keypoint matching using ORB+DARP finds 34 matches. 
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Figure 6.4. Planar object pose estimation using ORB (left) and ORB+DARP (right). 

 

Figure 6.5. Scale invariant keypoint matching example using ORB+DARP where 11 

matches are found. 

 

Figure 6.6. Scale invariant pose estimation example using ORB+DARP. 

 After, some tests were done with 640x480 images of non-planar objects with a 

smooth surface. In this case, Figure 6.9 illustrates the projection of a 3D point cloud 

model of the object using the pose computed from the matches found by ORB+DARP 

shown in Figure 6.8. ORB+DARP also obtained better results than ORB in the oblique 

pose scenario, since ORB+DARP provided matches that allowed computing the object 

pose, while ORB did not find any valid matches, as can be seen in Figure 6.7. This also 

supports hypothesis H1 of this thesis. 
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Figure 6.7. Non-planar smooth object keypoint matching using ORB finds 0 matches. 

 

Figure 6.8. Non-planar smooth object keypoint matching using ORB+DARP finds 14 

matches. 

 

Figure 6.9. Non-planar smooth object pose estimation using ORB+DARP. 

 Some experiments were also performed with 320x240 images of non-planar 

objects with a non-smooth surface. The depth image obtained for such kind of object 

often contains “holes” caused by inter-occlusions between parts of the object, as can be 

seen in Figure 6.10 left. In order to obtain better results, the template depth image was 

enhanced with the help of Kinect Fusion [NEWCOMBE ET AL. 2011]. In order to do this, 

a sequence of depth images of the object taken from different views needed to be 

captured. The resulting depth image is illustrated in Figure 6.10 right. 
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Figure 6.10. Original depth map (left) and depth map obtained using Kinect Fusion (right). 

 In some cases, such as the one depicted in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12, 

ORB+DARP is able to correctly perform keypoint matching and pose estimation in the 

non-planar non-smooth surface scenario. However, there are cases where ORB succeeds 

(Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.15 left) and ORB+DARP fails (Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 

right) when dealing with non-planar non-smooth objects. This can be explained by the 

fact that non-smooth objects may not have well defined normals along their entire 

surface, which may harm patch rectification. 

 

Figure 6.11. Success case of non-planar non-smooth object keypoint matching using 

ORB+DARP, where 42 matches are found. 

 

Figure 6.12. Success case of non-planar non-smooth object pose estimation using 

ORB+DARP. 
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Figure 6.13. Success case of non-planar non-smooth object keypoint matching using 

ORB, where 47 matches are found. 

 

Figure 6.14. Failure case of non-planar non-smooth object keypoint matching using 

ORB+DARP, where 5 matches are found. 

  

Figure 6.15. Non-planar non-smooth object pose estimation is successful when ORB is 

used (left), while it fails when ORB+DARP is used (right). 

6.1.2. Quantitative Evaluation 

 Keypoint matching quality was evaluated by measuring the correctness of the 

poses estimated from the matches. The first evaluation was done with a database of 

2560 synthetic RGB-D images of a planar object (a cereal box) under different 

viewpoints on a cluttered background. Some frames from the generated synthetic 

dataset are depicted in Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6.16. Images from the cereal box synthetic RGB-D dataset, where the viewpoint 

change is shown below the respective image. 
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In order to generate these images, the object was placed on the origin of a 

spherical coordinate system whose equatorial plane coincides with the 𝑥𝑧 plane of the 

object coordinate system, as illustrated in Figure 6.17. The camera always looks at the 

origin of the coordinate system and a pose can be defined by a latitude 𝜑, a longitude 𝜆, 

a camera roll 𝜔 and a distance 𝑑 to the origin (which relates to object scale). When 

generating the dataset, viewpoints with a given degree change 𝜃 are obtained by 

considering 8 different (𝜑, 𝜆) combinations: (– 𝜃, – 𝜃), (– 𝜃, 0), (– 𝜃, 𝜃), (0, – 𝜃), 

(0, 𝜃), (𝜃, – 𝜃), (𝜃, 0) and (𝜃, 𝜃). The poses were under a degree change range of 

[10°, 80°] with a 10° step, a camera roll range of [0°, 360°] with a 45° step and a scale 

range of [1.0, 1.8] with a 0.2 step. Summing up, 8 different degree changes (each one 

with 8 combinations of 𝜑 and 𝜆), 8 different camera roll angles and 5 different scales 

were used, totalizing 2560 different poses. 

 

Figure 6.17. Spherical coordinate system used for generating the synthetic dataset. 

 As in [HOLZER ET AL. 2009], the metric used in the evaluation was the 

percentage of correct poses estimated by each method. In many works (e.g. 

[UCHIYAMA AND MARCHAND 2011]) it is considered that a correspondence is an inlier 

when its reprojection error is less than 3 pixels. Due to this, a pose was considered as 

correct only if the root-mean-square (RMS) reprojection error was below 3 pixels. The 

𝑘 parameter was the same described in Subsection 6.1.1. In larger viewpoint changes it 

can be seen that SIFT+DARP, DAFT+DARP and ORB+DARP outperformed SIFT, 

DAFT and ORB, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.18. This contributes to hypothesis 

H1 of this thesis. 
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Figure 6.18. Percentage of correct poses with respect to viewpoint change of the 

evaluated approaches with the cereal box synthetic RGB-D database. 

 The Technische Universität München’s RGBD Datasets were also used to 

quantitatively evaluate the different methods regarding pose estimation quality. Some 

frames from these datasets are shown in Figure 6.19. 

 The poster and world map datasets were used in separate, since they have 

several images under different rotations, scales and viewpoints. The remaining datasets 

(frosties and granada), which have fewer images, were evaluated all together under the 

label others. In these experiments, the 𝑘 parameter was empirically set to ((𝑑 𝑓⁄ ) +

1)⌊𝑠 2⁄ ⌋, where 𝑑 is the average distance between the target object and the camera 

(which was set to 2 meters), 𝑓 is the focal length and 𝑠 is the size of the rectified patch 

(see Section 4.3). Figure 6.20 shows that results obtained with SIFT+DARP, 

DAFT+DARP and ORB+DARP are better than the ones obtained with SIFT, DAFT and 

ORB, respectively. This also supports hypothesis H1 of this thesis. 
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granada camrotate40 granada camrotate60 

Figure 6.19. Images from the Technische Universität München’s RGBD Datasets 

[GOSSOW ET AL. 2012], where the dataset name is shown below the respective image. 
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Figure 6.20. Percentage of correct poses with respect to viewpoint change of the 

evaluated approaches with The Technische Universität München’s RGBD Datasets 

[GOSSOW ET AL. 2012]. 

6.1.3. Performance Analysis 

 The same RGB-D image with a resolution of 640x480 pixels was used several 

times to analyze the performance of a non-optimized version of the DARP method. 

Around 60 executions were performed, since the standard deviation of the measures 

was relatively low. Table 6.1 presents the average time and the percentage of time 

required by each step of ORB and ORB+DARP, which are the fastest approaches 

among the ones that were evaluated. It shows that the ORB+DARP method runs at ~29 

fps and its most time demanding step is the normal estimation phase, which takes 

almost 50% of all processing time. The patch rectification step also heavily contributes 

to the final processing time. ORB takes more time than ORB+DARP for keypoint 

detection and patch description, since it uses an image pyramid and extracts a higher 

number of keypoints. ORB estimates patch orientation in a faster manner than 

ORB+DARP because it makes use of integral images in this step. ORB+DARP could be 

optimized to perform orientation estimation in the same way, but it would not represent 

a significant performance gain, as this step takes less than 1% of total processing time. 
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Table 6.1. Average computation time and percentage for each step of ORB and 

ORB+DARP methods when handling a 640x480 RGB-D image. 

 ORB ORB+DARP 

 ms % ms % 

Keypoint detection 21.90 80.63 4.96 14.25 

Normal estimation – – 17.24 49.52 

Patch rectification – – 9.64 27.69 

Orientation estimation 0.14 0.53 0.18 0.51 

Patch description 5.12 18.84 2.80 8.03 

Total 27.16 100.00 34.82 100.00 

6.2. DARC Results 

 To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no publicly available RGB-D 

image dataset of texture-less planar objects. Due to that, synthetic RGB-D images of 

texture-less objects with a resolution of 1280x960 were generated in order to evaluate 

DARC. In addition, some image sequences were captured using the Microsoft Kinect 

for Xbox 360. 

6.2.1. Qualitative Evaluation 

 Figure 6.21 shows some results obtained with DARC for detection and pose 

estimation of different planar objects. It can be seen that DARC can deal with 

significant changes in rotation and scale as well as with perspective distortions. The 

contour groups used as templates are the octagon of the stop sign together with its inner 

contours, the continent frontier of the map and the outer square of the logo together with 

its inner contours. 
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Figure 6.21. Augmentation of planar objects under different poses using DARC. The 

proposed method is used to augment a traffic sign (a), a map (b) and a logo (c). The 

leftmost image of each group shows the object to be detected. 

 Similarly to [LEE ET AL. 2011], the use of depth information allows DARC to 

distinguish objects that have the same shape but different sizes, as illustrated in 

Figure 6.22. The virtual objects are rendered with a different color and size depending 

on the size of the detected object. Detection methods that are based solely on RGB data 

are not able to differentiate, for example, between a small object at a close distance and 

a big object at a far distance when their projections have the same shape and size. 

DARC is also capable of detecting objects even when they are partially occluded, as 

shown in Figure 6.23, and is able to handle a relative scale change factor of up to 5.0, as 

depicted in Figure 6.24. 
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Figure 6.22. Distinction of objects with the same shape and different sizes using DARC. 

The bigger stop sign is augmented with a bigger green teapot, while the smaller stop 

sign is augmented with a smaller blue teapot. 

  
 

 
 

 

Figure 6.23. Occlusion handling using DARC: input image (top), detection result (middle) 

and augmentation (bottom). 
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Figure 6.24. Scale invariant pose estimation of a stop sign using DARC. 

6.2.2. Quantitative Evaluation 

 DARC was compared to some existing techniques regarding pose estimation 

quality and performance. Three texture based techniques were selected for the 

evaluation: SIFT, ORB and DAFT. The algorithms used by each method for keypoint 

matching and pose estimation are described in Section 6.1. It should be noted that 

DAFT also uses both RGB and depth images, as well as DARC. In addition, the PTM 

technique [HOFHAUSER ET AL. 2008], which exploits contour information, is also 

evaluated. It makes use of deformable edge templates together with a coarse-to-fine 

search in order to detect texture-less planar objects. 

 Two different configurations of the DARC method were compared: DARC-CC, 

which uses the Canny contour detector and the chamfer matcher; and DARC-MH, 

which uses the MSER contour detector and the Hamming matcher. 

 Pose estimation quality was evaluated with a database of 2560 synthetic RGB-D 

images of a stop sign under different viewpoints on a cluttered background. Some 

frames from this dataset are shown in Figure 6.25. The contour group that contains the 

octagon of the stop sign together with its inner contours was used as template. The pose 

range and the metric for considering a pose as correct were the same used in the 

evaluation with a synthetic dataset described in Subsection 6.1.2. As can be noted in 

Figure 6.26, DARC outperformed all the other methods in all larger viewpoint changes. 

These results contribute to fulfilling argument H2 of the hypothesis. It can also be noted 

that DARC-MH provided better results than DARC-CC. 
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Figure 6.25. Images from the stop sign synthetic RGB-D dataset, where the viewpoint 

change is shown below the respective image. 
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Figure 6.26. Percentage of correct poses with respect to viewpoint change of the 

evaluated approaches with the stop sign synthetic RGB-D database. 

6.2.3. Performance Analysis 

 In the experiments presented in this subsection it was used the same stop sign 

template as described in the previous subsection and the same execution scheme 

detailed in Subsection 6.1.3. The fastest keypoint matching method among the ones that 

were evaluated is ORB, and its performance when dealing with 640x480 RGB-D 

images was already presented in Subsection 6.1.3. In the same scenario the PTM 

technique takes more than one second to detect a template. The performance of each 

step of non-optimized implementations of DARC-CC and DARC-MH when detecting a 

single contour group in a 640x480 RGB-D image is compared in Table 6.2. Distance 

transform is only performed by DARC-CC. It is shown that DARC-CC runs at ~36 fps 

and DARC-MH runs at ~15 fps while detecting a single contour group. If most of the 

contour groups in the scene do not have a size similar to any template contour group 

size, they are quickly discarded by DARC, not affecting the application performance. 

Due to this, DARC frame rate is more influenced by the number of detected template 

contour groups on the scene than by the number of template contour groups in the 
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database. This metric was taken into account on the following experiments. Regarding 

the other methods evaluated in the previous subsection, PTM performance is also 

directly influenced by the number of detected templates, while the performance of 

keypoint matching methods such as ORB, SIFT and DAFT is not much affected by this 

factor. 

Table 6.2. Average computation time and percentage for each step of DARC-CC and 

DARC-MH methods when handling a 640x480 RGB-D image. 

 DARC-CC DARC-MH 

 ms % ms % 

Contour detection 6.18 22.38 42.05 64.71 

Distance transform 7.16 25.92 – – 

Normal and orientation estimation 0.25 0.90 2.68 4.14 

Contour rectification 0.54 1.96 12.74 19.61 

Contour matching 1.40 5.05 6.29 9.68 

Coarse pose refinement 12.10 43.79 1.21 1.86 

Total 27.63 100.00 64.97 100.00 

 The average time and percentage of time required by each step of DARC-CC for 

different amounts of detected templates are depicted in Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28, 

respectively. For DARC-CC, the bottlenecks are contour detection, distance transform 

and coarse pose refinement, which take together more than 90% of all processing time 

when detecting a single template. However, it should be noted that the contour detection 

and the distance transform times are relatively constant, while the coarse pose 

refinement time grows linearly with the number of detected templates. 
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Figure 6.27. Average computation time of each step of DARC-CC for different numbers of 

detected templates. 

 

Figure 6.28. Percentage of time of each step of DARC-CC for different numbers of 

detected templates. 

 The average time and percentage of time required by each step of DARC-MH 

for different amounts of detected templates are shown in Figure 6.29 and Figure 6.30, 

respectively. For DARC-MH, the major bottleneck is contour detection, since it takes 

alone almost 65% of all processing time when detecting a single template, but its time 

remains relatively constant. It can also be noted that contour matching and coarse pose 

refinement times in DARC-MH grow linearly with respect to the number of detected 

templates. 
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Figure 6.29. Average computation time of each step of DARC-MH for different numbers of 

detected templates. 

 

Figure 6.30. Percentage of time of each step of DARC-MH for different numbers of 

detected templates. 

6.3. Case Study: AR Jigsaw Puzzle 

 The developed methods were used in an AR application that helps the user to 

solve a jigsaw puzzle [LIMA ET AL. 2014]. The pieces are detected, their poses are 

estimated and the ones that are correctly assembled are highlighted in green, while the 

other ones are highlighted in red. A schematic of the application setup is illustrated in 

Figure 6.31. The user moves the puzzle pieces placed on the desktop while they are 

detected using an RGB-D sensor attached to a tripod. The sensor is plugged to a 

computer where the application is executed and the user visualizes the augmented result 

on the computer screen. Since the pieces are detected using a method that is invariant to 
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rotation, scale and perspective distortions, the user does not need to recalibrate the 

system if the RGB-D sensor is moved with respect to the desk. 

 
Figure 6.31. Schematic of the AR jigsaw puzzle application setup. 

 A puzzle can be seen as a graph where the vertices correspond to the pieces and 

the edges represent connections between pieces (Figure 6.32). This graph must be 

provided to the application. Two versions of the AR jigsaw puzzle were created: the 

first one uses DARP and is targeted for puzzles with textured pieces, while the second 

one applies DARC for detecting texture-less pieces with a discriminative shape. 

 

Figure 6.32. Puzzle where each piece is part of a map (left) and its corresponding graph 

(right). 

 In order to determine if two pieces fit together, the relative position of the 

template points that belong to each pair of connecting pieces is learnt beforehand. Using 

this information, it is possible to obtain for a given piece the expected position of the 

template points of each neighboring piece, as explained in Figure 6.33. The expected 

pose is compared with the actual pose of a piece by calculating the RMS error between 

expected and actual locations of the template points that belong to that given piece. A 
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pair of pieces was considered as correctly assembled when the RMS reprojection error 

was below 15 pixels. 

 

Figure 6.33. Verification of correct assembly of neighboring pieces: expected pose (blue), 

actual pose (yellow) and reprojection error between some template points. 

 The jigsaw puzzle used in the first version of the application consisted of four 

rectangular pieces of a textured image, as illustrated in Figure 6.34. A screenshot of the 

application with the pieces being detected using ORB+DARP can be seen in Figure 

6.35. The use of DARP allows the application to work properly even in oblique poses 

scenario. It can be seen in Figure 6.36 that ORB fails to estimate the correct pose of the 

puzzle pieces, while ORB+DARP is able to accomplish this, allowing the application to 

determine which pieces are correctly assembled and which ones are not. This supports 

hypothesis H3 of this thesis. 

      
 

      

Figure 6.34. Tiled textured image that was used as a jigsaw puzzle by the first version of 

the AR application. 

error 

error 
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Figure 6.35. AR jigsaw puzzle application using ORB+DARP. 

  

Figure 6.36. AR jigsaw puzzle application using ORB (left) and ORB+DARP (right) in an 

oblique pose scenario. 

 The jigsaw puzzle used in the second version of the application consisted of a 

map of the south region of Recife, capital of the state of Pernambuco, Brazil. This 

region has eight districts and each district is a puzzle piece, as depicted in Figure 6.37. 

All the pieces detected by the application are texture-less and have an arbitrary shape. In 

addition to the colored highlights, the application also draws the name of each detected 

district over the corresponding piece. Screenshots of the application using DARC-CC 

and DARC-MH are shown in Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39, respectively. It can be noted 

that DARC-CC fails to correctly detect some of the pieces, while DARC-MH is able to 

estimate the poses of all pieces properly. This also contributes to fulfilling hypothesis 

H3 of this thesis. 
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Figure 6.37. Map of districts of the south region of Recife, which was used as a jigsaw 

puzzle by the second version of the AR application. 

 
Figure 6.38. AR jigsaw puzzle application using DARC-CC. 

 
Figure 6.39. AR jigsaw puzzle application using DARC-MH. 

 



 

Chapter 7  

 

Conclusions 

 

 This chapter summarizes the content introduced in this thesis, draws some 

conclusions in accordance with the obtained results and presents indications on how this 

work could be extended. 

7.1. Final Considerations 

 It was shown that the use of RGB-D sensors allows improving object detection 

and tracking from natural features. The DARP method has been proposed, which 

exploits depth information to improve keypoint matching. This is done by rectifying the 

patches using the 3D information in order to remove perspective effects. The depth 

information is also used to obtain a scale invariant representation of the patches. It was 

shown that DARP can be used together with existing keypoint matching methods in 

order to help them to handle situations such as oblique poses with respect to the viewing 

direction. It supports both planar and non-planar objects and is able to run in real-time, 

thus confirming hypothesis H1 of this thesis. The DARC technique has also been 

proposed, which performs detection and pose estimation of texture-less planar objects 

by making use of depth information available in RGB-D consumer devices, thereby 

confirming hypothesis H2 of this thesis. In order to achieve this, contours extracted 

from a query image are rectified for removing distortions caused by rotation, scale and 

perspective transforms. The normalized representation is matched to templates acquired 

a priori and a coarse pose is calculated, which is then refined using optimization 

methods. DARC showed to be robust to in-plane and out-of-plane rotations, scale and 

perspective deformations, providing a pose with reasonable accuracy for AR 

applications, besides being able to work in real-time. DARC-MH showed to be more 

robust and accurate but slower than DARC-CC. The choice of what is the best DARC 
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setup is application dependent: if robustness is more crucial than performance, DARC-

MH should be preferred; otherwise, DARC-CC is the best option. Both DARP and 

DARC were applied to AR applications with satisfactory results, meeting statement H3 

of the hypothesis. 

7.2. Contributions 

 The main contributions of the work presented in this thesis are: 

 A taxonomy of model based detection and tracking methods; 

 A patch rectification method that uses depth information to obtain a 

perspective and scale invariant representation of keypoints; 

 A framework for rectifying, matching and estimating the pose of contours 

extracted from an RGB image using depth data, being invariant to rotation, 

scale and perspective deformations; 

 Publications related to this work: 

(2010) LIMA, J., PINHEIRO, P., TEICHRIEB, V., KELNER, J. “Markerless 

tracking solutions for augmented reality on the web”. In Symposium on 

Virtual and Augmented Reality, p. 50–57; 

(2010) LIMA, J., SIMÕES, F., FIGUEIREDO, L., KELNER, J. “Model based 

markerless 3D tracking applied to augmented reality”. In SBC Journal on 

3D Interactive Systems 1, p. 2–15; 

(2010) PESSOA, S., MOURA, G., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., KELNER, J. 

“Photorealistic rendering for augmented reality: a global illumination and 

BRDF solution”. In IEEE Virtual Reality Conference, p. 3–10; 

(2011) LEÃO, C., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., ALBUQUERQUE, E., KELNER, J. 

“Geometric modifications applied to real elements in augmented reality”. In 

Symposium on Virtual and Augmented Reality, p. 96–101 (best paper 

award winner); 
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(2011) LEÃO, C., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., ALBUQUERQUE, E., KELNER, J. 

“Altered reality: augmenting and diminishing reality in real time”. In IEEE 

Virtual Reality Conference, p. 219–220; 

(2011) LEÃO, C., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., ALBUQUERQUE, E., KELNER, J. 

“Demo – Altered reality: augmenting and diminishing reality in real time”. 

In IEEE VR Research Demo Sessions, IEEE Virtual Reality Conference, p. 

259–260; 

(2011) MOURA, G., PESSOA, S., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., KELNER, J. “RPR-

SORS: an authoring toolkit for photorealistic AR”. In Symposium on Virtual 

and Augmented Reality, p. 178–187 (best paper award winner); 

(2011) ROBERTO, R., FREITAS, D., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., KELNER, J. 

“ARBlocks: a concept for a dynamic blocks platform for educational 

activities”. In Symposium on Virtual and Augmented Reality, p. 28–37; 

(2012) LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., UCHIYAMA, H., MARCHAND, E. “Object 

detection and pose estimation from natural features using consumer RGB-D 

sensors: applications in augmented reality”. In ISMAR Doctoral 

Consortium, IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented 

Reality, 4 p.; 

(2012) LIMA, J., UCHIYAMA, H., TEICHRIEB, V., MARCHAND, E. “Texture-

less planar object detection and pose estimation using depth-assisted 

rectification of contours”. In IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and 

Augmented Reality, p. 297–298; 

(2012) PESSOA, S., MOURA, G., LIMA, J., TEICHRIEB, V., KELNER, J. “RPR-

SORS: real-time photorealistic rendering of synthetic objects into real 

scenes”. In Computers & Graphics 36, p. 50–69; 

(2013) LIMA, J., SIMÕES, F., UCHIYAMA, H., TEICHRIEB, V., MARCHAND, E. 

“Depth-assisted rectification of patches: using RGB-D consumer devices to 

improve real-time keypoint matching”. In International Conference on 

Computer Vision Theory and Applications, p. 651–656; 
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(2013) SIMÕES, F., ROBERTO, R., FIGUEIREDO, L., LIMA, J., ALMEIDA, M., 

TEICHRIEB, V. “3D tracking in industrial scenarios: a case study at the 

ISMAR tracking competition”. In Symposium on Virtual and Augmented 

Reality, p. 97–106; 

(2014) LIMA, J., TEIXEIRA, J., TEICHRIEB, V. “AR jigsaw puzzle with  

RGB-D based detection of texture-less pieces”. In IEEE VR Research Demo 

Sessions, IEEE Virtual Reality Conference, p. 177–178. 

7.3. Future Work 

 Regarding DARP, it should be evaluated how normal estimation can be speeded 

up, maybe using faster approaches such as the one described in 

[HINTERSTOISSER ET AL. 2011]. An implementation on GPU may also be used for 

optimization purposes. The effect of using a few image pyramid levels and different 

patch sizes in camera coordinates instead of a single level and patch size will also be 

evaluated. An important evaluation is if it is possible to determine automatically the 

optimal patch size in camera coordinates for a given scene. A refinement step for patch 

pose estimation using a template tracking method such as 

[BENHIMANE AND MALIS 2004] should be considered. Another issue that should be 

investigated is that when the object suffers from severe perspective or scale distortion, 

the rectified patch loses resolution, which impacts on its description. One alternative to 

be studied for solving this would be to generate distorted versions of the reference 

images prior to keypoint matching [CALONDER ET AL. 2010]. Then, the available depth 

and normal information could be used to select a set of most probable matching 

keypoints for each patch. DARP support for non-planar non-smooth objects should also 

be improved, perhaps by obtaining a parameterization of the 3D surface that would 

allow flattening the non-planar object for obtaining a planar representation of it. This 

would use an approach similar to the one described in [MÖRWALD ET AL. 2013], where 

B-splines surfaces are fitted to point clouds obtained from RGB-D sensors. 

 With respect to DARC, GPU optimization should also be considered. An 

important evaluation is the possibility of extending the technique for working with non-

planar objects. A verification method using neighboring contours such as the one 

described in [HOLZER ET AL. 2009] could also be used. Confusions can occur when the 

template contour groups do not have enough discriminative power. It will be studied if 
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the discriminative power of contour matching can be improved by making use of 

oriented chamfer matching [SHOTTON ET AL. 2008] or directional chamfer matching 

[LIU ET AL. 2010]. 
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Appendix A – Results Videos 

 

 This appendix lists the videos that illustrate major results obtained in the scope of this 

thesis. They are available at the following website: http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jpsml/phd. 

 

DARP.wmv 

This video shows some results obtained 

using the DARP method described in 

Chapter 4. ORB and ORB+DARP 

methods are compared while interactively 

detecting a cereal box. 

 

DARC.wmv 

This video shows some results obtained 

using the DARC method described in 

Chapter 5. Different planar texture-less 

objects are detected and augmented with a 

virtual teapot in real-time. The capability 

of detecting occluded objects and 

discerning objects with the same shape but 

different sizes is also demonstrated. 

 

DARP_puzzle.wmv 

This video illustrates the first version of 

the AR jigsaw puzzle application created 

as a case study for the DARP method, 

which deals with textured pieces. 

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jpsml/phd
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DARP_puzzle_comparison.wmv 

This video compares the results obtained 

with the AR jigsaw puzzle application 

when using ORB and ORB+DARP. 

 

DARC_puzzle.wmv 

This video illustrates the second version of 

the AR jigsaw puzzle application created 

as a case study for the DARC method, 

which handles texture-less pieces. 

 


